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Opposi.Dg liquo~~;iition proceeds Judge Foust
·
· sentences
McManomy
to 15 years
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer

Despite Grow Murray submitting its petition
for signature verification, the responding Keep It
Out of Murray effort continues to seek support.
Martin Severns, pastor of Memorial Baptist
Church and elected spokesperson of Keep It Out
of Murray, said while the vote seems inevitable, a
petition against liquor is still being cycled should
the signature count for Grow Murray's efforts
come up short.
"If theirs is certified and it goes to ballot, then
we've got a game on," Severns said. "It's no
longer a rush for signatures, but the game is on
and we make a push for the 'no' vote while they
make a push for the 'yes' vote."
If the Grow Murray petition fails, Keep It Out
of Murray can acquire the same necessary number of signatures to submit their petition and be
approved by the County Clerk's Office and County-Judge Executive. Voters would then choose
"yes" if in favor of leaving the current liquor law
as is, or "no" in favor of removing liquor from the
city altogether.
"Our petition is no different than theirs - it's
bringing a cause to the voters and letting the voters decide," Severns said.
Severns said it is not the intent of the group to
remove jobs in the community, but merely to
keep things as they are now with a 70:30 food-toalcohol ratio and remove the possibility of total
alcohol distribution within the city limits.
Current city ordinanc;e states any establishment with seating for 100-plus customers can
obtain a liquor license provided they can produce no less than 70 percent food sales and no
more than 30 percent liquor sales per (lScal year.
"We're not saying 'Well you can't drink. you
shouldn't drink."' Severns said. "We're saying we
don't want packaged liquor stores in Murray. We
don't want just the bars in Murray."
Severns and Keep It Out of Murray believe the
readiness and availability of alcohol iD the city
will amplify problems already visible in the
county by increasing the number of alcoholrelated traffic accidents, frequency of domestic
violence issues and balloon alcoholism to intolerable levels.
"If you want to have a glass of wine with your
dinner or drink a beer with your pizza, that's
your business," he said. "But when the person
gets on the road intoxicated, then that becomes
my business because they put me and my family
at risk."
Severns said he has had numerous local law
enforcement officials picking up Keep It Out of
Murray petitions, citing they have all they can
handle now with the way liquor laws are currently upheld.
"If everybody could drink and be responsible
and it didn't affect families and it didn't affect
children, then that would be one thing," Severns
said. "I just think that availability adds to the
problem and convenience adds to the problem.''
One of the biggest platforms for Grow Murray's case, Severns said, is the increased revenue
across the board for Calloway County tourism
and the creation of jobs commonly associated

AlastiD Remsey
News Editor

Keep It Out of Murray continues to circulate Its petition, despite Grow Murray submlttln9 one to the county clerk.
with the arrival of packaged·liquor stores.
However, Severns and Keep It Out constituents believe there are better alternatives to
increase revenue and jobs for the county.
"If you're going to add 100 jobs by bringing in
10 packaged stores. why not bring in a business
that's really going to be an up-sale to the entire
community?" he said. "If you're really concerned
with adding revenue to the city. why not push the
city sticker? At least the city sticker adds to the
city budget, unlike alcohol sales tax which adds
nothing to the city budget."
Severns said it-<Voula tie unjast for students
and other short-time residents to not have a say,
especially if forced to buy a City sticker, but said
he remainS concerned with temporary residents
creating permanent policy.
"We understand that students have a voice, and
they should," he said. "They need to know how to
use that voice and use it responsibly. Hopefully
they know all sides of the issue."
For the proper safety and social well-being of
the community, Severns said be believes personal sacrifices must be made and strict regulations,
similar to speed limits, should be enforced for
alcohol related problems.
As it stands, Severns said be thinks 70/30 foodto·liquor is enough of a regulation to keep things
from getting out of hand.
"At some point, you just say 'For the greater
good of everybody. we'll leave it alone," he said.
"We just feel like there are a lot more positives to
(alcohol) not being here than there are for it to
be her"C."
Severns said alcohol can be used responsibly,
but he and Keep It Out want to keep alcohol
expansion where it is so as to limit the possibility of poor decisions being made that could affect

others in a harmful way.
"Is this about prosperity or personal preference?" Severns said. "And is it worth the price to
find out?"
Said Severns: "What you do with your own life
and in your own home is your own business. but
when it begins to affect othel's, then everybody
has the right to make a statement. What makes
their position right and our position wrong?"
Contact
Marlowe
at
emarlowe@
murraystate.edu.

The almost two-year-old case against an
Indiana man charged with sexually assaulting a female Murray State student came to an
endMonday.
·
Calloway County Circuit Court Judge
Dennis
Foust
sentenced
Brandon
McManomy, 25. of Vandel'burgh County, Ind., to
IS years in prison on
charges stemming from
the incident.
The attack occurred
Aug. 31, 2010 at an offcampus location, but
sources said days after
the incident they believe
McManomy followed
Brandon the student after an
McManomy altercation that had
occurred in the Roy
Non-student
from Evansville, Stewart Stadium parking
lot
Ind.
Sources with the Murray Police Department said they believed
Mc.Manomy lmew the student well
Monday's sentencing comes after several
months of deliberation on the part of the
state, after McManomy agreed to an Alford
plea agreement on first-degree criminal
abuse, f~m-degree unlawful imprisoomeut
and violation of an out-of-state emergency
protective and domestic violence orders in
the case.
·
·
The original plea, agreed to by his then
defense attorney Dennis Null and Commonwealth Attomey Mark Blankenship, did not
admit guilt t~ any of the charges, but rather
acknowledged that the Commonwealth had
enough eviddnce to convict.
But in Dec~mber, McManomy sought new
defense and asked Judge Foust to set aside
that plea agreement.
McManomy hired Defense Attorney Casey
Naber, who told the court McManomy's past
defense had not been transparent with him
regarding the plea agreement.
After several months, Foust announced his
decision to hold the original plea and sentence McManomy.
The victim's father was given the opportunity to address the court. He read a short
statement as to how the attack had impacted
his daughter and family.
aramseyS@
Contact
Ramsey
at
murraystate.edu.

Committee continues city sticker deliberation
Chris WUc:ox
Staff writer

The Murray City Council
Finance/Personnel Committee met·
Feb. 23 and tabled a newly drafted
city sticker ordinance. The members
met to debate the issue of the wording on the drafted ordinance.
Jay Morgan, associate provost who
serves on the committee, said after
the meeting and after discussing the
issue with other members. he thinks
they have debated the ordinance
enough and it should be dropped.
"The committee knows how I feel
and I have pointed out several discrepancies in the ordinance," Morgan
said.
The newly drafted city sticker
ordinance would require all Murray
State students to purchase a $50
sticker annually.
Morgan said he is in support of a
revision that exempts Murray State
students. The problem with the ordinance council members are debating,
he said, is one of enforcement.
"There are too many variables
when it comes to students," he said.
"Particularly when it comes to tran-

sient students living on University
a vehicle."
The revised ordinance discussed
property."
by the committee will have a 30-day
Attending the committee meeting
to put pressure on the council
provision written into the fmal draft,
against the ordi.nance, were Josh • stating anyone moving into the city
Jacobs, chief of staff, Mark Welch,
of Murray will have to buy the city
sticker regardless of any class they
director of community relations and
may be associated with.
public information, Jeremiah JohnThe committee was advocating a
son, Student Government Associapro-rated account for students, the
tion president and several members
cost of which would be $36.35 startof SGA and the Residential College
ing in August and applying until the
Association.
end of the term in May.
Alan Lanier, director of finance for
Jason Pittman. committee member,
the city, said in reviewing the old
ordinance the committet has come
said the original consensus was for a
to the crux of the situation surroundpro-rated amount. The pro·rated
ing the ordinance.
cost is listed in the current draft of
the new ordinance.
He said the problem is the residenChair Danny Hudspeth said
cy exemptions given to Murray State
exemptions are no longer on the table.
students are unlawful. It is prohibit"We are trying to make the city
ed for there to be such an exemption
sticker universal without exemptions
according to interpretations of state
to anyone, including Murray State
statutes and current interpretations
students," he said.
by the office of the Attorney General.
Some students are citing cost as
their main pl'oblem with city stick"The meat of the argument is that
ers.
the city sticker is a license to operate
There is a steep penalty if the
a vehicle on the streets of Murray,"
Lanier said. "As such, there can be no
sticker is not purchased within 30
days of residency. The penalty, a citaseparate class of individuals. We're
tion left uncontested, would cost
addressing this as a true licensing of

Morgan told Johnson after the
committee meeting, the council fears
retaliation from the students if the
ordinance revision isn't dropped.
President Randy Dunn said he
understands the need the city bas for
revenue, just as the University does.
but be doesn't see the city sticker
ordinance moving forward soon.
"It appears, as I look at it from
some distance, there are issues with
the ordinance itself," he said. "I think
it was wise ultimately for the city's
finance committee to continue to
table that proposal."
Student Elizabeth Carman, freshman from Hardinsburg, Ky., said not
only is parking limited but also now
they want to make students pay an
additional parking fee.
"They should find a different way
to ticket instead of just fming us to
drive," she said.
Aaron Allen, junior from Benton,
Ky.. saic:llt is an extra expense and a
hassle for students.
The committee will revisit the
issue at a special meeting called for
Monday.
Contact Wilcox at cwilcox2@
murraystate.edu.
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$100. The fine, plus the original cost
of the sticker, $50, would be required.
Pete Lancaster, a committee member, said the intent is not to fme students $100. The intent is to abide the
law. He said if students buy the sticker when they become a resident
there would be no problem.
"I would hope the quality of our
student body is not sitting out there
trying their damnedest to get out of a
$35 fee," Lancaster said. "My hopes
are that if we promote this properly
and explain this properly that students would come forward and just
let us know these things."
Johnson said from what he gathers,
students across the campus either
feel very passionately about the issue
of city stickers or don't care at all.
"A lor of students believe if they
are forced to pay for the city sticker
they will automatically get to vote."
Johnson said.
He said this, of course, is not true.
Students still have to register to vote,
which they can do already.
"I hope the issue is just dropped,"
Johnson said. "Why change something that has worked for so many
years.''
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News Editor: Austin R'lm<tl')
Assistant News Editor: H.tley 1\us~dt
Phone: Rt.l94tCIH
Twitter: MurTi1y"StatcNr...·ws

·This week
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

•6 p.Dl, Men's Basketball OVC tour·
nament: Municipal Auditorium.
Nashville, Tenn., ticket required
e6 p.m. lntcrnational Game Night
Mixer; Wellness Center, free with
Racercard
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International
..Surwner Hours"; Curris Center T;he·
ater, 'tlpcn to all

•AD day. Office of Multicultural Affairs: The Annual Brothers SuppOrt·
ing Brothers & Sister II Sister
~adership & Empowerment Confer·
ence; Curtis Center, registration required
•1 p.m. Men's Basketball OVC tourna·
ment;
Municipal
Auditorium,
NaShville, Tenn.• ticket required
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International
"Summer Hours"; Curris Center Th~
ater. open to all

Monday

•ll a.m. The Journey Church; Curris
Center Theater. open to aU
•3 p.m. Thrtb - Advance Training

O.W; Energy Fitness. 2343 N4nv Holt
Rd., Paducah, Ky., $39 for

~

-6:30 a.m. Vinyasa Yoga: Elite Yoga
aDd MasSage, 3038 LOne Oak Rd., Ste.

s, Lone Oak. Ky.. $3

-s p.m. Zumba Classes: Riedlmd Haptilt Church. Paducah. Ky~ free

lf you would like an event to appear in
the 'fhis week $eCtiOn, flU out • form in
The Murr¥Y State News office at Ill Wil·
son Hall, fax to 809-3175 or email information to thenews@murraystare.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot
all items
will

hers

~ ~

.-,p.m. PUrchase PlayersCornmimity
Perfonnins Arts Cealer "'Beyond the
Glorious Garden"; ~rkethouse The·
ater, Paducah, Ky., $12

-6 ~ ~t Club meeting; Yeiser
Art Center, Paducah, Ky., open to till ,_..._...

1 Love Inte.mational Stu·

deuta: Curris Center, open to all
members
•7 _p,DL The Art of Belly Dance; Fine
Arts Oance Studio, Fine Arts Build·

ing,Ctee

Tuesday

Wednesday

•9 a.m. Papermaking workshop with

•8:30 a.m. Entrcpr<..'Jlcurs, .InvcntOl$ &

•4 p.m. Department of History Jte.

Donna Stallard: Jtoom 1010 Fine Arts
Building, open to all arr majors
.._ p.JD. Public RclatiMs Student So·
clety of America; Room !06, Wilson
Hall. open to all
•7 p.m. WQmcn's Center: Lecture
"Gender in World History"; Mason
lhll Auditorium, open to all
~ p.m. Women's 'EducatlQnal Em·
powerment Project for Southern
Sudan, third floor Curris C~nter,
open to all

Innovators Conference; Hopkinsville
Community College, pre-registratlon
rcguircd
•10 a.m. Spring All-Majors Career
Fair; Curris Center Ballroom. open to
all, professional dress required
•12:30 p.m. Sodoll,)gy Club Meeting:
R.oom S07, Faculty Hall; open to aU
•7 p.m. Wednesday Word & Worship;
Curris Center Theater, open to all
•9-30 p.m. Hart C9ffec Shop Music
Shows; Hart Coffee Shop, free

search Forum: Room 505, Faculty
Hall, open to all
•7 p.m. Journey )~ Concerto
Wrather Auditorium, fret

Police Beat

Center. The Murray State Police Wl~re notified and found
the laptop had been taken hy
CTLT for repair work.
2:25 p.m. A caller reported
identity theft. An officer was
notified and, because th~; iuci·
dent occurred otT campus, the
individual was referred to .Ill·
other jurisdiction.
2:38 p.m. A caller n:porwd a
threat of fire in Regents Col·
lege. An officer, Murray Fire
Department and state fire mar·
shal were notified.

Feb.23
1:13 a.m. A Murray Stall' Police
officer issut~ a verbal warning
for disregarding a stop sign 111
Waldrop Drive and Chestnut
Street.
4:01 p.m. A caller reported
people trick riding skateboards
at Franklin College. The Mur·
ray State Police were notified
and notified the persons ahout
the University policy regard·
ing skateboarding on campus.
7:18 p.m. A caller reported
theft of property at the Carr
Health Building. An officer
was notifi<.•d and took a report
(or theft of property lost, mislaid or delivered incorrectly.

Feb.2S

Feb.24
1

Thursday

Ilea!~ Ill~-··

•1-m p.m. Baptlst Campus Ministr~
open to all

•1:30 p.m. CineiQ lntematiobal1be
Temp4!st"; Curris Center Theater,
QPCO to all

-9'.30 p.m. Hart Coffee Shop Music
Shows: Hart Coffee Shop. free

tation to Dm•en Morris, non·
student from Dcxter, Ky., for
operating a motor vehicle with
no operator's license.

6 p.m. &1p.m.

Friday &Saturday
Municipal Auditorium
Nashville, Tenn.

9:38 p.m. An officer a report
for third degree criminal mischief at Regents College. •

Feb.27

Feb.26
12:06 a.m. An officer i:;sucd a
verbal warnin({ for failure to
dim headlights at the Science
Complex.
4:14 p.m. A caller requested tl)
speak with an officer about a
dispute with their neighbor.
Tite individual was referred to
another jurisdiction because
the dispute was off campus.

2$ a.m. The ambul:mce scrv·
icc received a call from a fe·
male regarding a medical
emergency at Hart College.
The Murray State Police wcrc
notified and t):lC ambulance
scrvke responded.
8:44 a.m. A caller reported a
bird inside Lovett Auditorium.
Central Plant was notified.
6:52p.m. An officer issued a ci-

Tourna--..

7:32 a.m. A caller reported ~n
illegally parked vehicle at Lee
Clark College. A Murray State
ticket writer was notified.
3:40 p.m. A caller reported
theft of property at the Well·
ness Center. The Murray State
Police were notified and took
a report for theft by unlawful
taking Jess than $500.
5:26 p.m. A caller reported a

Feb.24
10:28 a.m. 'I'M Murray State Pollee
i.81Ut'd a "erbat wamins for failure
to yield to a pedestrian in a cro11s·
wallt and impfOPer display of a li·

cense plate.

Feb.29

traffic accident involving a bus
and another vehicle :Jll5Lh and
Olivt~ streets. The Murray
State Police and Murray Police
Department were notified and
took a information report.

5:20 a.m. A caller reported a
medical emergency at Hester
College. The Murrar State P<r
lice and Murray EMS were n~
tified.
7:44 a.m. An officer issued a
written warning to Kelsey
Dublin, graduate student from
Murray, for failure to obey a
stop sign nnd maintain insurance.
1:48 p.m. An officer issued a ci·
tation to Mohammed AI·
baqami, freshman from Saudi
Arabia, for failure to yield to
right of wny and no operator's

Feb.28
8:28 a.m. A caller reported
\·andalism to a vehicle at
Transportation Services. The
Murray State Police were notified and took a report for sec·
ond degree criminal mischief.
1.;33 p.m. A caller reported a
noise complaint inside New
Richmond College. The Mur·
ray State Police were notified,
contacted the Housing Office
and took an information report.
4:18 p.m. A caller reported an
accident at the roundabout a t
Gilbert Graves Drive. The
Murray Stnte police were notified and toolo•a:n..linfont~K~ti.on
report.

license.
Motorist as::;ists • n
Racd· (!Scorts • 6
Arrests ·1
As~i$tUnt

News Editor Haley
Russell compiles Police Beat

'willi

provil!cd by
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All~you~can~eat
Lunch and Dinner Buffet

CAN'T MAKE IT TO THE GAME?
CoME SEE ALL MURRAY S TATE
GAMES ON OUR TV s!
••••••• • ••••••••••

EMERGING ARTIST CHALLENGE HELD TUESDAYS
from 9:30pm to I 1:30pm Feb. 7-Apr.24
HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6 P.M.
SATURDAY

11 A.M.-6

P.M.

~ HOlVIE OF
THE SPECIAL BEAN R<)LL
....................
.................................................................
LIVE M USIC ON TH URSl) AY NI G HT
DE XTER W H ITI·.• Pt. . \:\ET H ERL. Till: RIJ~U E.\IPIRL
AND SlfR PRI SL (i l lLST ~
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759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW .BIGAPPLEMU'RRAY.COM
_JL, Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
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Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Students
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PrograJtt uses mirrors to mess with ntind
Courtney Laverdure
Staff writer
Looking into a mirror is not always a simple
task for some people; mirrors can quite literally
mess with the mind.
Understanding how someone else perceives
themselves as they look in the mirror was the
challenge the Women's Center NEDAwareness
program'{nesented through "Mirrors Mess with
the Mind" in the Curris Center dance lounge
1\tcsday through Thursday.
This is the first year the Center hosted "Mirrors Mess with the Mind." In years past, members put on "Room with a View" in one of the
Residential Colleges to raise awareness for
National Eating Disorders Week.
Due to the renovation of Eli:tabeth College
and the displacement of residents to Old Richmond College, the availability of rooms necessary for the program affected the ability for it to
continue.
"Mirrors Mess with the Mind" is the first and
only program of its kind, drawing awareness to
the world of eating disorders.
The concept was developed by the Women's
Center. Engineer John McKee drew up the construction design. and students and faculty of the
Hutson School of Agriculture built the exhibit.
Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's Center, as well as student workers and volunteers
from the Center helped explain and introduce
the exhibit to visitors.

Kylie Town~endiThP News

Rebeka Fisher, freshman from Elizabethtown, Ky., stares Into a mirror at the 'Mirrors Mess with the Mind' event.
..I have more than one goal for 'Mirrors Mess
with the Mind; Etheridge said. ''To get people
first to wrestle, in a sense, with themseh·cs in a
mirror and to contemplate the image in the mirror, bccaust~ none of us ever know how others
see us."
Mirrors and body image arc some tricky

things, she said. People project their internal
self onto the image in the mirror, Etheridge said.
"I want those who go through 'Mirrors Mess
with the Mind' to be sensitized to how difficult
and challenging mirrors can be for others on a
daily basis," she said.
Stephanie Smith, sophomore from Mt. Ver-

non, Ind., was one of the volunteer!> on Tuesday.
She said her goal was to reverse the negative
light some people shine into their intrapcrsonal
mirrors.
"The goal is to help people understand that
not everyone can sec themselves in a positive
light," Smith said. "11lcre are countless people
who feel very out of control and disconnected
when they look in the mirror."
The object of the house is to give the feeling
some people experience when they look in the
mirror, she said.
Upon entering the house, there were many
dl<~torted mirrors visitors saw ;md then inside
numerous mirrors with song lyrics, sayings and
testimonies from studcnts at Murray State who
had been diagnosed with an eating disorder at
some point in their lives. Other Murray State
students who bad attended eating Jisordcr
awareness programs dl·corated mirrorc;.
These mirrors were intended to help the
viewers learn from the authors what looking in
the mirror is often like for them.
"'Mirrors Mess with the Mind' is not just for
one specific group of people," Smith said. hMen
struggle with body imag~ just as much ns
females do; it is directed toward everyone,"
Smith said.
Etheridge said prior to the event that her
expectations were for at least SOO people get to
experience ..Mirrors Mess with the Mind."
Contact
Laverdure
at
claverdure@
murraystate.edu.

Dining Services Beshear takes first step
to hire manager in gaining federal help
Austin Ramsey

Chris Wilcox

News Editor

Staff Writer
Thirty· three student workers of the Thoroughbred Room have
noted lack of a general manager who would be in charge of running overall operations.
Paula Amols, director of Dining Services and Racer Hospitality, is in the planning stages of fulfilling that need.
"I'm looking for a dedicated person on site to control the
details of the T-Room,·• she said. 'i\t this time, no one takes
responsibility for the entire room."
The T-Room, the second-largest dlning venue on campus, feeds
hundreds of students per day. The site serves breakfast and lunch
and uses the Pullen Farm Complex for composting.
Associate Director Terri Benton presently covers the duties of
the position. In January of 2010, she took on the role as best she
could and .has been filling the position since. Originally, Ricbar<L
Fritz, former director of Dining Services and Racer Hospitality,
told her she would only be needed to 1111 the position for six to
nine months.
Almost two years later she is still performing the tasks of manager along with those of associate director.
Previous to Benton, Tim Bruce, who transferred to Winslow
Dining Hall and is now department chef manager, filled the manager position for the T-Room.
Benton said Human Resources was doing an audit on the manager position and she beHeves someone will be hired within the
new fiscal year.
Experience required to fill the position include three to five
years in the food service industry with two to three of those years
in food service management. Benton said the applicant should
have at least an associate's degree and have culinary experience.
Benton said they will post a job opening and will have to sec
what's out there.
"We are hoping for a lot of qualified candidates so we can
maintain the tradition of the T-Room," she said. "That tradition
is having high-quality food."
Benton said they are looking for an applicant with new ideas
who can enhance the program. because it is an important place
for students, faculty and staff.
Next summer, the T-Room may see remodelling.
The manager will be instrumental to the changes being made.
Benton said.
Attilla Simon, graduate student fcom Hungary and student
manager of the T-Room, said the manager position will require
someone who can supervise all student workers, know the entire
operation. be responsible for hiring and firing staff and maintain
the work schedule.
"The position is very important to the T-Room as they will b~
responsible for managing the whole room." he said.
Simon said with 30-plus students and 10 full-time workers
working in the T-Room, there is a definite need for an appended
managerial position.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said tht'
Office of Dining Services and Racer Hospitality are requesting to
fill the position of manager for the T-Room and are looking for an
assistant manager for Winslow Dining Hall.
"We had consolidated these positions previously to cut expenses," he said. "We now feel, in order to expand programmatically
and to enhance services, we need to go back and fill those positions."
Robertson said it would not take new money: the mone}' will
come from dollars already being used. The office of Dining Services will simply reallocate money previously spent on something
else to fund these new positions.
"In order to provide more pro-active services for the students
and to expand its current offerings (the T-Room) will require
additional personnel," he said.
Robertson said adding this position will provide more detailed
services and allow the venue to move forward in its goal of excellence.
Contact Wilcox at cwilcox2@murraystate.edu.
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State officials hope to be able tn move forward in the rcplact.'ment of a missing span on the Eggners Ferry Bridge with the
availability of federal funding.
Gov. Steve Bcshear sibrncd an executive order Feb. 24 formally
declaring the bridge site a regional state emergency, almost a
month after an ocean-going vessel crashed into it, causing a 322foot portion of the roadway to collapse on the bow of the ship.
Officials with the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet agree the
governor's ,measun• is the first step in the process for paying for a
replacement span through the Federal Highw·c~y Administration.
Beshear visited the site twu weeks ago and announced the state
would be moving ahead in paying for a ferry service to restore as
much traffic on the U.S. ()8/Ky. Hwy. 80 pass as possible.
Later that same week, the governor announced the bridge was
structurally safe to handle ~:.:onstructing a temporary :;pan that
would require additional piers, increasing the cost.
But with this proclamation, Bcshcar can request federal funds
to pay for both the ferry and replacement span pwjects. He said
restoring the almvst 3,000 car-a-day traffic over the Kt•ntucky
Lake platform was his utmost priority.
"We continue to explore l'Wry possible avcnut.• in nur efforts to
restore traffic to this vital highway in western Kentuc.:ky,'1 Bcshear
said in his emergency declaration. "My executive order is one
more step toward that objective. By working with our partners at
Fl1WA, we hope to speed the process as much as possible."
Keith Todd, spokesperson for the KTC, said tht· process after
the governor's order is comparable to that aftcr the 1-35 bridge
over the Mississippi River in Minneapolis collapsed, killing 1.3
people and injuring 45.
Todd stressed that the extent of damage at the Minneapolis site
was far more extcn~ivc than thl' Eggners Ferry Bridge collapse.
He said the cleanup funding would likely follow a similar pattern,
however. President George W. Bush's immediate move to tlrder
that site a disaster area. allowed the FHWA to swiftly move in and
aid in the cleanup and reconstruction work.
Todd said there is no Sl't timeline for the completion of a
replacement span project.

Kylae Townsl!nd'7hP New~

Gov. Steve Beshear declared the site of the Eooners ferry Bridge collapse
a reQional state emer(JellCy. The Delta Mariner crashed Into It on Jan. 26.
"If this goes through, (FHWA) should provide a (airly substantial amount,'' he said.
Todd said no money would go into a new bridge, slated to be
completed in the next five years.
Bcshea(s proposed highway budget before the General Assembly bas $330 million set aside for the nl·w bridge.
KTC crews arc still monitoring the existing bridge to ensure its
structural stability.
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystatc.edu.

Agencies discuss homeless shelter
OUvta Medovich
Staff writer
Nonprofit agl'ncics, concerned individ·
uals and city council members are determined to es-tablish a homeless shelter in
Murray to help people in need.
The Calloway United Benevolent Services (CUBS) held its quarterly meeting on
Wednesday to discuss expanding a homeless task force to address the need for a
shelter.
The task force st.~eted in 2011.
Representatives from agencies such as
Needline, local food hank; The Gentry
House. local shelter for families; United
Way. an organization that provides funding for other nonprofits; and Angels Attic,
local thrift shop. attended the meeting to
express concern for Murray's homeless
population.
Local agencies havl' to send people who
need shelter out of town.
In Murray, there is not an obvious
homeless ·need. People are not pushing
shopping carts on the sidewalk or sleeping on park benches, so it can be easy to

overlook this problem.
However, there is a homeless popula·
tion in Murray continuing to grow. In Calloway County 21.8 percent of people live
below the poverty rate.
There arc 51 identified homeless students in the city schools as of right now,
according to Donna Herndon. board chair
for CUBS.
Murray docs have a warming center,
where p'e ople are only allowed to stay
overnight, however doors have been kept
closed lately due to a lack of volunteers.
Herndon said it is vital the need is met.
"We have homeless people in Murray,"
Herndon said. "That's a reality. If indeed
we are Christian people and we care about
our fellow man. I believe we have a
"responsibility to provide because the cost
of living is high."
She said approximately 15 to 20 people
signed up to be a part of the 1\omclcss task
force at the meeting.
"That says a lot about the people there
and the concerns they have for our com·
munity,'' Herndon said.
There is some concern if a shelter was
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to be built, some people might try to
abuse the situation.
John Dale, evangelist at the Glendale
Church of Christ; said the goal for the task
force is to help people who are willing to
help themselves. He said whatever the
number of homeless in Murray, a change
must oc..:ur to help the helpless.
''These are people not numbers," Dale
said. "You have to start somewhere."
Dale said there is a possible location for
the shelter near Nash Drive in Murray.
The shelter would be located near the
Housing Office for Murray State and the
Gentry House Shelter.
"We are on the verge of something that
is really and truly outstanding for this
community and we need it,'' he said. "We
don't have it at the level that we need it
and we do have the ability to do it."
The Community Concerns and Needs
will meet at 7:30 a.m. Friday. March 30 at
Glendale Church of Christ. Those inter·
ested in community issues such· as the
task force are invited to attend.
Contact Medovich at omcdovich@
nwrraystate.edu.
·
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Time to drive safely
~

The recent rise in the number
of fatal car accidents is disturbing. As young people, we sometimes feel as if we are being targeted by the authorities when it
comes to driving. Certainly the
insura nee costs are enough to
show we are targeted for general
reckJessness and dangerous driving.
But even if you disagree with
the insurance companies, the
numbers don't lie when it comes
to vehicle fatalities. Above all
else there is nothing more regretful than losing someone to a
cause so meaningless. When all it
takes is a little more patience and
a lighter foot to save a life it's
hard not to point the finger at
those whose fault it so often is:
ours. The fact is, our generation
needs to start taking responsibility for. its actions on the road.
However frustrated we may get
with other drivers or impatient
we become with the speed limit,
the law is the law.
As much as young people may
believe driving is a right, it is not.
It is a privilege to both teens and
adults alike, and its time for
those who can drive to start acting more like the latter. This
state has enough issues to deal
with already without having to
worry about the irresponsibility
of overanxious, young drivers.

Don't

fq.~get

~

-,

Luckliy the Kentucky State
Police has been proactive in trying to curb the amount of vehicle
fatalities.
David Jude, spokesperson for
the Kentucky State Police, said
they want to be proactive in
addreSsing the increase of highway deaths on Kentucky's roads.
"KSP wants to remind
motorists not to become complacent when it comes to highway
safety." Jude said...We plan to be
vigilant in enforcing seat belt
laws and will continue targeting
impaired drivers who endanger
the lives of others."
Even on campus, police are
taking meaures to educate students on better driving skills.
Lt. Jeff Gentry, Public Safety
officer, said there are several
safety programs the Murray
State Police have implemented
to help with safety on campus.
Gentry said officers will do
traffic enforcement as normal
patrol, issue warnings, citations
and make arrests if necessary.
"Officers will also conduct
educational programs in the residential colleges; officers will
speak on drinking and driving,
the laws and penalties," Gentry
said. "Officers will use the drunk
goggles to simulate an impaired
driver."
We are glad to see the proactive steps being taken by state
officials. Hopefully young people
will see this as an opportunity.
both for themselves and others.

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
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is your fav·orite Racers
basketball game?
"The Murray State • SEMO game at home,
because Canaan couldn't miss."
Jacob McAbee· Calvert City, Ky.

senior

'1he Murray ·SEMO game. because
comebacks are great!"
Taylor Ehret • Louisville, Kv..
senior

"The last home game (St. Mary) with Dick
Vitale because the atmosphere was so differ·
ent from any other game."
Hannah Balthrop ·Taylorsville. Ky.
junior
Melissa Ruhlman/The News

J

Recently,
a new initiative has begun
in Murray to
bring alcohol
to
store
shelves and
relax
other
Richard Goe_..••
ll.er"" liquor laws.
senior from
Titled
as
Grow
Murray,
Glen Roc.
k N.J.
a petition is
being circulated for residents to
sign to move this initiative forward. Alternatively, a counter
movement Keep it Out of Murray,
has sprung up in opposition of
this liquor initiative.
To be blunt, I am completely
bewildered and amazed by the
shortsightedness and poor quality
decision by those who support
such an opposition to relaxed
liquor laws and the allowance of
packaged sales.
These same people may tell you
that the economics aren't right;
alcohol would be detrimental to
city businesses.
These opposition groups claim
that DUis will increase within the
county, stretching police budgets.
They say quality of life will
decrease. They say it directly: no
alcohol.
Well, on behalf of the moderate,
self-respecting denizens of this
city, I say: serve me. The flrst
argument the:y make in regards to
economics and the city is' wrong.
Murray would benefit from the
tax revenue brought into the city

by packaged liquor sales and the
creation of actual bars. Murray
has been in the red for a number
of years now, and trying vigorously to find ways to create revenue
and balance the budget.
Why else would they float the
idea of making University students purchase $50 city parking
permhs, on top of the University's? The tax revenue that would
be brought into the city and the
state would provide immediate
relief to fiScal difficulties it's in.
There is no logic in sending
your potential tax revenue into a
different county,let alone a different state, when you don't have to.
On top of that, more businesses
would open in Murray. The 70-30
rule is constrictive and archaic.
It stifles potential businesses to
be created in restaurants and
liquor stores. ·(For those that are
unaware, if you sell liquor at your
restaurant, 70 percent of your
flnal receipts have to be food and
the other 30 percent can be
liquor.) Actually, one could argue
that the rule encourages business
fraud.
I would not be surprised if any
of the establishments in Murray
met that rule, and instead,
changed their books to reflect that
they did. Why punish businesses
and entrepreneurs with such a
statute?
Then the argument comes after
that is the idea, "There will be
increased DUis in the city." How?
If people can buy liquor locally,

they dhn't have to drive as far to
get more liquor. Furthermore, if
there was more access locally,
people wouldn't feel as inclined to
go to Paris, Tenn., for a six-pack,
or go to the 641 Club, or Cosmos,
or whatever else is down in those
parts.
This means people drive less
overall. Potentially. this could also
increase business for companies
like Mama Nancy's Cab Service,
with increased ridership after the
bars and liquor stores close. If
anything, the number of DUis
would plateau considering the
surrounding counties also sell
alcohol.
This then leads to the final
statement about "quality of life."
Ultimately. the quality of life issue
is left up to each individual's
interpretation. l think my quality
of life would improve.
I would have to spend less in
gas to go get the beer, I could support the community with my tax
money and I l:ould support local
businesses, instead of the guy
down at the "Party Warehouse" •
(more like party garage) in Paris,
who honestly doesn't care about
Murray or the county.
Those that feel it would decline,
well, I implore you to write into
this paper and explain how it
would - I certainly can't think of
any reason bow. And if this petition does pass, and the laws do
change, I hope I don't see you at
the corner store, walking a walk
you certainly didn't ... 'preach.
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Moving beyond Nixon's politics

This list is bliss

Picture a President
faced with a weak economy arid confrontational
Congress as he seeks reelection. The President
has to deal with a controversial foreign war, oil
price shocks and the allDevin Griggs encompassing issue of
trade. The opposition is
junior from
divided between ideologiBenton, Ky.
cal purists on one side,
pragmatists in the middle and everyone else
on the other.
Sound familiar? If you're thinking about
the upcoming election between President
Barack Obama and his likely Republican
opponent, Rick Santorum, you're mistaken.
The campaign described above was actually
that of the 1972, pitting President Richard
Nixon against Sen. George McGovern.
The parties might be reversed and the cultural issues of the 1970s flipped, but American politics since the Nixon·McGovem race
have remained fairly fixed and share all of
the rhetoric and even less of the substance
that once defined American politics.
Take, for instance, the incumbent. Obama
faces similar problems (something that
should raise a big red flag about the effectiveness of "small-government" solutions)
that Nixon did in 1972. Oil prices. despite
falling demand. continue to rise.
Economic recovery is slow and unemployment remains high, exacerbated by high oil
prices. Obama has thus far kept above the
fray of the Republican nominating process,
presenting himself as simply "the President"

much in the same way that Richard Nixon,
touted as a "touring emperor" in 1972. The
only thing that separates Obama from Nixon
is that he shares the social liberalism of
George McGovern.
One can draw a lot of parallels between
Santorum and McGovern, too. McGovern,
the uncompromising purist, makes a good
foil for Santorum, who also believes that idealism is preferable to pragmatism in politics
and that compromise is a dirty word.
Santorum shares McGovern's populist
schtick, but like McGovern, doesn't have
anything beyond feel-good nostalgia for a
golden past to offer. The total inverse of the
candidate who was attacked on the grounds
that he was permissive, Santorum is a rigid
social conservative - running against birth
control, same-sex marriage and abortion
rights.
For most of the four decades following the
1972 contest, elections in the United States
has fallen into this familiar pattern - social
conservatives attack liberal "elites" on cultural issues as liberal politicians fail to make
their case to the working class voters that
were once the bedrock on which the New
Deal was built.
The Republicans and the Democrats alike
have really been running Nixon and McGovern all this time. What is different about the
20U campaign, however, is that it really is
the last campaign of Richard Nixon.
If Santorum should fail to win the election,
or if he should be outmaneuvered by the fading candidacy of Mitt Romney, it will be the
death knell for the brand of American conservatism devised by Richard Nixon, imple-

mented by Ronald Reagan, and destroyed by
George W. Bush.
The best way ·to explain why is that the
times, they are-a changin'. The swan song of
Nixonian conservatism has been an appeal
from the top to the bottom in a cross-class
alliance of CEOs and white working class
voters against a common enemy: the dreaded ''liberal elite."
The birth of the Occupy movement, combined with a residual return of class consciousness in America and concern about
income inequality has helped pry open this
cross-class alliance, leaving white working
class voters in the political wilderness. The
"social permissiveness ·• of McGovemism is
mainstream and well-engrained in American
society; a majority of AMericans favor the
right to choose, the right to use birth control
and, for the flrst time ever, favor same-sex
marriage rights (and I should note that all
of these numbers are much higher among
the young, some approaching supermajority
status).
This is not to say that President Obama
has a free pass, however. The President,
should he want to make a truly lasting mark
on American society and the Democratic
Party, should foster a new politics of cooperation, of real change that encapsulates the
new egalitarianism arising from the ashes of
the old conservative backlash politics of the
1970s. If Obama can finally banish the spectre of Richard Nixon from American politics,
he'll have ample opportunity to do just that
- and make this country a place in which
every last one of us will be able to live a better life.

Letters to the Editor
It is very important for the people of Mur"moist" vote and there are still plenty of peoray and the Murray State campus community
pie who would love the chance to vote on
to realize that the Keep it Out of Murray petithat issue again- Of course, this wouldn't even
tion is, and bas been, a response petition both
be an issue if "Grow Murray" had not been
times it has been circulated. If Keep it Local
the instigators.
(2009) or Grow Murray (2012) would stop
Finally, the notion that anything people buy
being the aggressors by trying to bring packin surrounding areas should be legally sold in
aged liquor stores and bars to Murray then
Murray is ludicrous. It's likely that people
our community wouldn't have to be divided
from this community visit surrounding states
and restaurants would stay the way they are,
for strip clubs, pornography and even drugs.
which I believe is how most people want it to
Docs "Grow Murray" think we should add
be.
-----,........, these "businesses''- to Murray just to increase
Furthermore, no one should feel "slapped
revenue for more police cars? I sure hope not.
in the face" as some apparently feel because
The truth is that expanding alcohol further
they believe that the Keep It Out petition is
can be just as damaging to our community,
somehow holding people hostage. That's
and I hope there are enough people in Mur·
ridiculous. If the people of Murray have the
ray who feel the same way.
·
right to vote on packaged liquor stores and
bars, then they should also have the right to
vote on keeping things the way they are or
going back "dry" (which is the only petition
guaranteeing no expansion of alcohol).
Todd Broker
This community voted consistently to keep
lecturer in
Murray "dry" for decades before the 2000
College of Business
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Cbeen to - Dairy Qpeen
opening up again. There is
nothing like standing in line
for hours and hours for that
one cone, and th~n haYing
to scarf it down in~
the two minutes

before it melts.

Yep. that is worth
a cheers for sure.

1Hn

to ... t he street
preachers who do not
understand we have .a free
speech circle for a reason.
Please stop ataad-

baa oa beiadaes

~ and yelling at peo-

pte. We already
have e noUgh faith
on this campus.

/«rn
to - column ~
writets who sell out
and

write
lists
instead of anything
productive. Is there
seriously not enough going on
in the world that you have to
bore
with your p etty interests? Learn to write with substance or doa't write at .U.

us

There is a trend
lately in the newsroom for those
few of us who
have the privilege
to write our own
columns to create
lists. It's almost
become so bad I
·John Walker was thinking of
Opinion Editor referring these fellow column writers to freelance for cracked.com. All
that aside, 1 have decided this week
to write a list of my favorite subcultures. Subcultures are just as they
.sound: a culture within a culture.
They live in the alleyways and in
the imaginations of those who feel
seperated by mainstream society
and dream of other possible realities
and experiences. As an anthropology minor I find these groups fascinating. So here are my top ftve most
interesting subcultures in the world,
maybe you have heard of them.
S. Beatniks: It may be hard to
imagine the Beatniks today, with
their ultra-free lifestyles and poetic
dialogue. At one time this pre-generation to both hippies and hipsters
emitted cool. Like both, they were
hard to defme. Were they socialist
or just bourgeoisie? If you asked
them they would probably just tell
you they were free. And like the
Bohemians before them they lived
as free as society allowed, taking
every criticism with pride.
4. Grunge: What American is not
in some way attracted to this? Flannel, angst and rock are all parts of
our identity. And like most American subcultures, it's based in music.
I still love that sound even to this
day. As shortlived as it was, the
grunge culture made a big impact on
the world, making sure we didn't
forget to be insular and depressed
every once in a while.
3. D ieselpunk: Like clockpunk,
steampunk and cyberpunk before it,
dieselpunk is a subculture founded
in the love of a previous world. In
this case, the world of early modernism ~)930s technology. Who
can say no to mixing science fiction
with swing music and Ernest Hemingway? Throw in some Bauhaus
and we've got ourselves a part'y.
2. Southe rn Gothic: This is basically a culture of William Faulkner
fans, which I must admit, I am. It is
the Old South dying, with creepy
plantation llomes and southern culture from blues to zydeco. All the
fading scenes of last century's South
are here, whether happy or regretful. This allows us to recreate that
lost image of deep southern accents
and a slow pace without all the hate
and bigotry,. That's a world worth
exploring.
1. Surf: This culture is purely
righteous bro, without a doubt. The
surf culture's connection to nature
and its strive for both pure adrenaline and serenity on the waves
makes it absolutely amazing. I'm not
even sure I could get on a board, but
I would be just as happy hanging
out, talking slang and enjoying the
scenery. Surfing is a S4bcultural success story if there ever was one.
Contact Walker at john. walker@
murraystate.edu.

Check it!
• The Nerd Facebook opinion fo11111:
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.
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exclusively online at
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Across campus
Baslretball camp dates • ..,.,.~
Murrll)' State's Athletic D~erat ha!l aDlloaaCeid~clateS

lor this ~ar's Steve Pro1un Basketball Camps.

lm.1gc courtesy of Murra)' State Athktio;

The University has contracted Pinnacle Inc. to build the CFSB Center practice facility, slated to be finished in approximately one year.

Practice facility construction begins
Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor
Murray State has begun the construction of a new CFSB Center practice facility that is expected to be completed in the
next 10 tu 12 months.
The University has chosen Pinnacle Inc.
in Benton, Ky., as the contractor for the
building that will bl• attached next to the
CFSB Center on the Highway 121 side.
The bidding process was handled as all
other University facility's projects, Allen
Ward, athletic director, said.
funding hac; been established based on
donors and their plcdgt·d endowments,
the bulk coming from the naming rights of
the CFSB Center, University President
Randy Dunn said.
The facility will include practiC(! space,
women and men's basketball team coaches and staff offices and recrcati(mal
rooms.
The decision to build a new facility

stemml!d from the .•mount uf usc the
CFSH Center ic; currently maintaining,
Ward said.
Availabilit)' to players, coaches ahd athletic staff is vitally important for sustaining a Division I basketball program.
"As everyone knows, the CFSB Cent{'r is
a multi-purpose facility," hi! said. "But the
new pntcticl! facility will help us during
times the CFSB Center isn't available for
practke or individual workouts.''
Ward said the building of the new f:~cil
ity shows thl! University's commitment tu
both the women's and men's basket~aU
teams.
"I've said many time~ that our commitment must equal our expectations for the
program and this building does exadly
that," he ~aid. "After this remarkable season, it give.s us another opportunity to
build on the momentum and take the program ttl another level."
Keeping within the amount of avnilablc
funding. Ward said the University's intent

Nonprofit exceeds
fundraising goal
OHvia Medovich
Staff writer
Through a collective effort from the community, the United
Way of Murray-Callaway County has exceeded 2011's fundraising
goal of $290,000 to $333,L73.
United Way is a national nonprofit organization focused on utilizing community resources to crcaw opportunities for other nonprofit organizations to help people in need.
Lance Allison, board chair for United Way, said since the recession. 1111 types of nun-profit organizations have scen a decline in
donations.
He said he hopes by surpassing tnis year's goal the agency will
sec an increase in donations from now on.
"We are just hoping that we have made tbat turn," Allison said.
"We struggled like all other agencies in thl$ economic down turn."
He sa~d before the recession the agency was us~~d to receiving
more than $300,000 regularly.
The people involved with United Way are grateful for the individuals and groups who made tt possible for the goal to be
exceeded, Allison said.

is to create a pristine facility that meets
tht• nreds of both the men's and women's
teams.
Dunn said even prior to the Racer's success this s~ason, it was apparent a practice
facility \•.:as necessary to continue to be a
prominent mid-major program in the
country.
Tite building will not only help both
bao;kctball programs, but will also help the
University preserve the service the CFSB
Center provides to the region, Dunn said.
"The CFSB Center was initially funded
as a regional events center so we have an
ubligati(1n to make it available for those
things likt:: boat shows and Disney on Icc
and things you need that kind of space to
produce," he said. "To keep that responsibility we haw mt•t and still not have to be
running the basketball teams of out of the
CFSB Center all the time, we had to figure
out a solution for that."
'
Corttal·t
Russell
at
hrussell@
murraystate.edu.

"It has been fantastic," he said. "We are very excited ."
Aaron Dail, executive director for United Way of Mumty-Calluway County, said he attributes this year's exceeded goal to the
generosity of people in Murray.
Dail said t~e organization wanted to focus on establishing relationships with donors so thl'y could understand how many people United Way influences.
"We work to create opportunities for nonprofits and for individuals to get support and hl•lp that they need Ill get out of a situation ther didn't expect to rl'ally get into," he said.
The Murray-Callaway agency works extensively with the University's Youth and Non-profit leadership pn1gram for volunteers,
intt~rbships and special events.
"Our partnership list is pretty extensive," Dail said. "We like to
be involved in a lot of diffNent aspects in the community because
that's what a community is. it is extremely diverse."
The nonprofit receives the majority of its donations from four
main groups, the individual gifts people make everyday, corporate
donations, business and entity ghing's and special events, Dail
said.
United Way focuses its t!fforts on education, income stability
and hMkb in..the.communit)t
If people arc struggling to pay their monthly bills, the non-profit wiU try to help those individuals in whatever way it can.
The next step for United Way is to decide where the greatest
need lies in determining where the funds are to.be allocated.
"What we are doing now is w~ creat<: gr;mts and grant opportunities," Dail said. "We are currently going through the process
of assessing 15 organizations that have applied for granting funding from United Way."
Contact Mednvich at omcdovich@murrystate.cdu.

Head Coach Steve Prohm aDd Murray State's c:oacbfna &tift'
will hold four ditrerent camps this summer for ltidl.
1'hree camps are f~d on indivtduaiJ ..d one camp 11

designed for teams ln>m .are. high t~cbool$.
The camp aims to instruct youns players In basketball fundamentals and to teach a love and appreciation t'ot rhe o'tetalJ
game.
Each camp Is hosted by a staff of instructors and Includes a
variety of different actlvi~
Steve Ptobm :Basketball Camps offers fout different CAmP'· A
Mini Camp is offered to kids age 5 to 7 years old at $90.
1\vo fO\lth camps are available; one for 7 to 11 year Olds and
one f9r 7 year olc:b to 7th gade students, .eac:b cosdas $MIO.
The team camp is for high school teams, both j\udot vanity
and varsley, and are $200 for one day Md $400 for two days
with three games guaranteed for each day.

11m Thbow to speak at loc:a1 school
NFL Broncos' quane~ Tim Tebow will be featured Jlt
"Night witb a ChJUnpion" at Graves County HiP School's
Eagles' Nest Gymnasium at 6 p.m. on Friday, AprU 20.
The event is sponsored. by the Graves County Eagle Founda·
tion.
Tickets for the event went on sale Monday and are offered
exclusively to Eagle Foundation members for the first 10 days.
Each indivigual ticket buyer may purchase as ll'lanf as .six
tickets.
Pi'ke11 lu'e $25, $SO, $60 or ,$100 per seat, ba$<ld on I~

LancheoD celebrates women's hlitory
.As a ,part of National Women's Hi$toey Mof.lth. the WomeQ's
Center is bostins a 24tb annual Celebrate Women's Lwlcbton

luncheon on Tue~, March 27.
This year is the 20th anruvetsary of. the founcliQS of dle
Women's Center and the 40th :umiversary of the paSSins o(
Title IX.
Kitn Barrett, the JnauguraJ director, will cover the theme •aa
t)le Road to Gender a<&uaUty, M<Wing ltorward, Going ~..
wards or Standing Still?" and the aadonal Women'• Kistort

Nontb theme "Women's Bducatiqn. WoJDeD'S Ernpowemleat."
'nina Field. professor of music, will provide music.
The luncheon is set to take place in the Curris Center Ball·
n>om fn>m 12:10 p.m. until 1:30 p.m.
Online registration forms will be available next week. hper
registrAtion forms are available upon request at 809-»tt.

Conedions
In the Pcll. 24 edition under the headline "1\dtioa. student
services aff~ted by .funding lots" The News reported students
would e~rience no etlects from tuition inc:reases for seveW
years. Rather. Provost Bonnie Higginson said effects would
likely be minimal.
tJ.n4ertbe eadUne ..6.4~ ~;ation cut
r~
tiona! y allocatci.l funds had been proposed. Terry Strieter,
chair of the history department, actually said the quote.
Under the headline "JCALA celebrates Mardi Gras with campus festivities," The News .incorrectly described videos presented by Therese Saint PaUl, aJsociate pi'Ofeuor ol HumiJU;o
ties .And Fine ..Arts. Two filnl$ were shQWD at the ~nt ()n \feb.
21. The two films discuss Ma£dl Gras c:elebrations in Louisiana
and Europe instead of Miss~ppi and solely Germany.

State traffic fatality rate PUzzles local Officials
Numbers show
week-long jumps
in Ky. highway fatalities
Meghann Anderson
Staff writer

'

Traffic fatalities in the state arc changing daily, when cumpared
to the numbers from last year.
However, stutewide data indicates a decrease in traffic fatalities
for the current year~ but an increase in the last month.
From Jan. 1 to Feb. 29, preliminary statis~cs show 95 people

have died on Kentucky roadways. This is one less fatality than
reported for the same time p~riod in 20U.
There Wl!rc 720 fatalities during 2011.
A final total will not be available until April 2. but the initial
numbers from 2011 indicate there were 720 fatalities on Kentucky
mads.
D<Jvid Jude, spnke!>pt•rsun for the Kentucky State Police, said
they want tube proactive in addrcs~ing the increase of highway
deaths on Kentucky'-; roads.
"KSP want to remind motorists not to become complacent
when it comes to highway safety," Jude said. "We plan to be vigi·
lant in enforcing s~?at belt laws and will continue targeting
impaired drivers who endanger the lives of others."
Nathan Dean, traffic safety data services coordinator fur the
Kentucky Tran~portation Cabinet said as of Feb. 9, 8<?crashes
were noted with cell phone usc as a factor. Last year there were
91 crashes with cdl phones involved.
Accidents on campus haw been decreasing since Public Safety
officials have implemented new safety plans on campus.
Lt. Jeff Gentry. Publk Safety officer, said there arc several safe-

To-lio Line
Dine-in or carryout
i!70-76i!-00i!i!

FIRST YEAR LEADER
INFORMATION SESSION
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7

8:30 - 10:00 p.m.
CURRIS CENTER STABLES

Mon-Wed

1 1 a.01. - Late
Thu- !iat
1 1 a.m. - Late

Murray State University~s residential colleges are selecting
First Year Leaders (FYLS) for the Fall Semester.

Sunday
l\loon - 9 p.01.
46~

ty programs the Murray State Police have implemented to help
with safety on campus.
The Murray State Police will -conduct traffic safety campaigns
in conjunction with the state initiatives. Some uf these programs,
which mirror the state initiatives. will include traffic checkpoints
where they will discuss seat belt usage and the dangers of texting
while driving.
Gentry said ofl1eers will do traffic enforl·emcnt as normal
patrol, issue warnings, citations and make arrests if necessary.
"Officers will also conduct edu~tional programs in the residential colleges; officers will speak on drinking and driving, the
laws and penalties," Gentry said. "Officers will usc the drunk goggles to simulate an impaired driver."
A program to help with traffic accidents on campus will have
officers present l!ducational programs to students. The Murray
State Police is working with the Kentucky Office of Highway Safe·
ty on all campaigns.
"The goal is to prcvcnt fatalities on our highways," Gentry said.
"The priority is the safety of our students. faculty and staff."
Contact Anderson at manderson22@murraystate.<'du.

If you enjoy mentoring new students, serving your residential college and the university, and desire to work closely with others, then you should consider becoming a First
Year Leader. Make plans to visit us for additional information. Experienced FYLs and residential college faculty heads
will be happy to speak with you and answer any questions
that you may have.

wing• on Monday•

O" 1-top. plrza Tue•.- 55.
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Tue.day night
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The FYL application deadline for Fall 2012 is now March 16.
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Men's Basketball

Murray Madness

..
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Head Coach Steve Prohm, junior guard Isaiah Canaan. and junior forward Latreze Mushatt are part of the squad determined to have f~n no matter what.

Beyond the court: fun a priority
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor

1

For a team who takes the game of basketball so
seriously, the Murray State Racers know how to
have a good time on and off the court.
From practical jokes to video games to making
everything a competition. fun is something the 28~
1 team is never without.
"It's really important (to have fun)," senior guard
Donte Poole said. "You don't want to be so serious
or not have any type of personality off the court because you're so focused on basketball or you're mad
at something that went bad on the court. So I think
when we're not playing or off the court it's just
some time for us to be around one another or act
goofy or.be ourselves so that's great and it builds
on the trust and the chemistry."
After a quick poll of some of the players, the gen eral consensus determined Poole to be the goofiest
player on the team.
''I don't want to vote for myself but I think 1 start
a lot of it. It's bad being the leader," Poole said sarcastically. "I'm just so goofy. I like to have fun, r like
to see everyone else around me laughing and having fun, even if someone has an attitude I try to do
something to cheer them up. I would say me or
maybe Ivan. Everyone wants to be cool or have a
serious face but when I come around you've just got
to laugh. I'm always going to d.o something to make
you laugh."
Poole graduates in May and will be missed by
many, including his roommate, junior forward Latteze Mushatt.
"I'm going to miss him a lot," Mushatt said.
"Donte; Ivan and Jew'uan they all act different and
all three of them are funny in their own way, but
Donte's my roommate so I'll miss him more than
anything and he's a clown, man. Everything he do is
funny, you just have to pay attention to him."
Poole doesn't work alone, the whole team gets involved when it comes to pranking. Earlier in the
season the newcomers were the target of the players' shenanigans.
"One day before ESPNU All-Access came, actually the day before, the freshmen were playing with
us, they threw all our stuff out so we decided to
grab all the freshmen phones and even the newcomers'," Mushatt said. ''We taped them up and put
them on the back of the door when you walk in. We
grabbed (junior guard) Stacy Wilson's phone and
found a picture of him. a picture that made you sny
'Ohl' One of those type pictures, like a 'what in the
world?!' type picture and we put his phone in the
front, taped to the door, so when you walked in you
see his picture and everyone else's phone taped up
to the door."
Senior forward Ivan Aska said he doesn't miss an
opportunity to have fun and make the guys laugh
and Poole testified to his former roommate's antics
having experienced them firsthand.
"One time we were in the dorm and Ivan fotmd
this fake bird - it looked so real," Poole said. "I remember coming in the room one time and he bad
the bird sitting on my pillow, so 1turned the light on
and went to lay down and I just lost it. I thought it
was a dead bird but it ended up being fake."
Aska was quick to poke fu'n at himself, including
laughing about mishaps in the cold Alaskan
weather during the Great Alaskan Sbootout in November.
"We wanted to go see the moose and knowing we
weren't supposed to be close by them because thc~y
would attack you and stuff- everybody was scared
and everybody was on their toes," Aska said. "Well,
I guess the moose had moved (toward me) and not
knowing there was a huge pile of snow, it was tall, I
just took off running and ran through the snow and
onto the bus not knowing I was covered with snow."
The funny moments in Alaska didn't stop there.
Aska was getting off the bus carrying his bags when
he slipped 011 the ice and fell on his butt trying to
gain his balance and Head Coach Steve Prohm's
funniest memory happened while they were in the
state of the Last Frontier.
·'(Team manager) Terrence (Miles) got a cran1p
playing the Amazing Race in Toronto and the team
couldn't finish the race because he got a cramp and
the whole team bad to srop and wait on him,"

Senior guard Oonte Poole Is the main player responsible
for making others laugh.
Prohm said. NI don't know the whole story because
I wasn't in the whole game, but that was hysterical."
Whether it's hiding sonwone's phone, sending
text m~ssages from a temporarily abandoned phone
or just giving each other a hard time on T~:itter, the
team enjoys hanging out with each other, especially
on the Playstation 3 gaming system Prohm set up
for them in the locker room.
However, not everything is about pranks. Poole
said one of the funniest moments happened when
he, Aska and Canaan went i1shing at junior guard
Jordan Burge's backyard pond. Burge's dad brought
out a canoe with a hole in the bottom and the three
athletes had ventured out in the lake when Aska
began rocking the boat and rowing the crew toward
a fountain Poole said he was trying to avoid. All of
them got wet in the fountain before making their
way back to land.
"While we're going back we get (the canoe) stuck
where the mud is so we can't get out." Poole said. "1
get ollt first and Isaiah was about to get out so 1
grab his hand but Ivan is so scared, he' didn't want
to be the last one in there, so while I'm grabbing
Isaiah, Ivan tries to grab Isaiah's shirt and while he
tries to grab his shirt the boat nud~es off so it's not
stuck anymore and it start::. floating out and you see
Isaiah and Ivan both fall in the water."
The players enjoy pranking each l)ther hut never
miss an opportunity to take a jab lH their beloved
head coach, especially Poole, who said Prohm's
dancing and rhythm were not up to par.
"1 don't even know what he's talking about," the
37-year-old coach said with a laugh. "That's what
I'm talking about, he probal:lly just made thai' up. J
don't know what he's talking about."
Prohm and other members of the coaching staff
aren't afraid to lighten things up. including Assistant Coach William Small who, aftt:r the Racers'
loss to Tennessee State, welcomed team members
into the locker room the next week with a photo of
their celebrity look-a· like inside each of their lockers. A few of their doppelgangers included junior
forward Ed Daniel as Snoop Dog. Aska as Omar
Epps, freshman guard Zay Jackson as Wesley Snipes
and Mushatt as SOCent.
"The other thing they Jo, they've got suntan lo·
lion and they put it in everybody's locker," Prohm
said about the team. "Whoever had the worst practice they put the suntan lotion in (their locker) like
you were at the beach today and took a vacation
today. They have tv\'O bottles and the players put it
in Coach Small's locker because be didn't say any-

thing that day at practice und Coach Small will take
it and put it in the it locker."
The freedom Prohm L?,ives the players on the
hardwood as well as the environment he has established in his time as head coach has created a bond
between players and int• ..msified his relationship
wirh them.
"Sometimes I don't be ~;eeing Coach as our head
coach, although he is," As ka said: "I just see him as
one of our big brothers ru 1d he always has fun. We
have serious moments but he's not always serious.
He's always smiling, he int eracts with us a lot and I
think that's the reason wt tY we're successful. Man,
he's a good coach."
The team's chemistry o..I T the court has translated
to lhe floor during games, as the Racers average
three assists more than its opponents a statistic led
by Canaan with JIO on t he season, followed by
Daniel with 90.
''This team is unselfish. they don't have egos,"
Prohm said. wwhen your best players don't have
egos it's hard for anyone else to have egos and they
don't. Isaiah could shoot 15 or 18 shots a game if be
wanted to, (he could) be a ball hog, be a turd, but
he's not. He shoots eight <1r 10 times a game, wblcb
is good because he can do that and get 20 points
and leads in assists."
The example of good character and unselflSh
play stems from the respe<..:t the team bas for Prohm
who happens to be the main root of fun.
ur tell them all the timt~. I write it on the board
and tell them before the gmne, 'have fun.' that's why
we play," Prohm.said. "I told them against Southern
Miss when we went into double overtime, 'man this
is fun isn't it?' It's why W• ~ play. We're 28-I, I hope
they're having fun."
Contact
McDonald
at
smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu,

I'm exhausted.
This wonderful
basketball season
has left me
drained. Our
beloved Racers
have fought
valiantly through a
series ot land
mines over the
Ben
course or a season
Morrow
and have, with one Sports Columnist
exception, waltzed
through the OVC unscathed. Now
they are itching to make their mark in
the NCAA Tournament. It's been a
great, but ob so tiring season.
They tell me it's time Cor March
Madness, but, fur Murray Stare University and its fans, it has been March
all season long.
Even now, the boys are balling their
way through the OVC Tournament.
Although they are expected to win
out, a misstep in this year's OVCs will
not signal the premature end of a glorious season just yet. These guys
earned their NCAA Tournament
berth long ago. Now it's just a matter
of taking care of business in Nashville
and finishing the season strong.
Thke a moment to think about how
this season began, and look at where
we are now. Murray State was picked
by the all-knowing national media to
finish third in a rather lackluster OVC
this year. Instead, the Racers won the
regular season handily and reached as
high as ninth nationally. (Sorry, no respectful newspaper in the country
counts ESPN's poll, so I'm not going
to start now- even if they did rank us
seventh at one point.)
Who would have thought at the be·
ginning of the year we would see
CNN, Sports Illustrated,' USA Today
and ESPN camping out in little ol'
Murray? Who would have legiti•mately put Isaiah Canaan and Bob
Cousy ln the same sentence? Who
bad Dick Vitale chowing down at
Tom's Grille, for crying out loud? (He
also mentioned "Matt's Pizza" on the
air, wherever that is.) And, most importantly, who thought we would ever
see Ed Daniel's 'fro on bigh-def cable
TV?
Clearly this season has been one
that far surpassed all expectations.
What is just as clear is no one thinks
it is over yet. We're not finished.
There's still business to take care of,
and while it starts in the OVCs, the
Big Dance looms on everyone's mini:l.
The standard was set tw() years ago
with the Insanely emotional win
against Vanderbilt. Last year, Billy
Kennedy's fmal season ended an otherwise kceat campaign in a way that
cannot be described :lS anything but
disapp~ting. This year's progress
has been such a manic, uplifting and
exhausting ride that (1) we aren't
ready for it to end, and <2) we're
afraid of a bad showing in the NCAA
Tournament.
This is what it's com~: to. We have
come from being picked third in our
conference to biting our nails and
hoping this craey ride doesn't come
to an abrupt and uneventful end. We
w<omt to show ourselves to be worth
all the hype.
Vanderbilt is still in our minds.
'This is the year of the mid-major (an·
other one the media got completely
wrong). This March, if any March,
should end with the momentum of a
great season culminating in a tournament depth our school has yet to experience.
This is left mostly unspoken because. frankly, we ddn•t know if we
can do it. We don't want to set ourselves up for disappointment.
Don't get me wrong. This is an extremely talented Murray State team
capable of going farther into the
NCAA Tournament than I have seen
before. They also carry a confidence
and determination that can get them
there.
I am not questioning the team. I am
simply voicing what is largely being
lett unspoken by us fans. It has been a
great ride. We want that great ride to
end well. We expect ~v.eatness, yet we
don't want to expect too much. We
want our team to be focused, but we
don't want to put too much pressure
on our boys.
What we need to realize is, like it
or not, this is what comes with the
big stage. Once the seedings are announced on Selection Sunday. all that
will be left for every team will be to
put up or shut up. It'll be time to play.
I just hope, like every other fan,
that tournament time will be just as
exciting as the regular season has
been. And you know what? I think it
will be.
Next week I'll give you· my tourney
picks as we go into Selection Sunday.
As a side note, I have never picked
UK to win a national championship.
For the last 13 years, I've been right.
I'll also discuss where I think Murray
State will (and should) be slotted in
the tournament field.
It's going to be a fun Marchi
Contact Morrow Qt mmorrow@
murraystate.edu.
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Dra9 queen, Kara Belle performs on sta9e at the drao show Thursday. The News' Allie DoUCJiaSS followed Belle's transformation beforethe event hosted by Alliance.

Drag queen shares character experience
Ryan Steele
Staff writer
• In the life of a drag queen one thing is for sure. You
have to live up to the title. Audiences must be amazed,
sponsors have to be pleased and emotions must be
touched. In the life of a drag queen, l<ara Belle never
disappoints.
Belle was one of the featured queens in the Murray
State Alliance semiannual drag show. She was also fea·
turcd on the advertising poster for the show. On
Thursday, she showed every audience member why.
Bringing everything she had, Belle rocked the house
with her explosive performances. Most notable was
her emotional tribute to the late Whitney Houston,
performing her hit "I Will Always love You," garner·
ing a standing ovation when it was over. Alongside
that emotional performance, Belle performed an explosive version of Keri Hilson's "Pretty Girl Rock."
which brought tips flying in from the audience members.
Gf.'tting ready for these shows is by no means a
short venture. Participants have to be there hours
early just to prepare.
"My usual routine is about 45 minutes for makeup.
sometimes 60 minutes, and then usually about 15 min-

utes to get the wig on and make sure everything looks
good," Belle said. "I do apply my own makt:up though.
so it can take just a little longer to get it on."
Once the show is underway, the preparation is noth·
ing more than an afterthought. Everything goes as
planned and the performance goes off without a hitch.
Everyone has a good time including participants, like
Belle, on stage.

"Some ~pie seem to get lost In how
they look, trying to make themselves
beautiful with makeup and all kinds of
products. People just aren't comfortable
with themselves."
-Kara Belle
"What I love about doing this is the performance
side of it all. I enjoy everything about theater and
movies, so this is my way of getting to perform,.. Belle
said. "I originally went to sChool to be a director, but
when things didn't work out, I just sort of fell into this
after my first experience seeing a show."
As far as life outside, the shows, just like the makeup

process, are only a memory and maybe something to
look forward to for Belle.
" I live with women in the world; I couldn't stand
being one all the time," Belle said. "I dress up for
shows and everything. but once that's done I'm a boy
until the next one comes aj-ound."
That seems to be the pr{)Cess for most participants,
many of them students waiking around campus every
day. So even in a life filled tvith makeup and glamour,
beneath is just an average person, looking for their
own way to give an audience a thrill and take a little
for themselves.
"Some people seem to get lost in how they I(X)k, trying to make themselves beautiful with makeup and all
kind~ of products. People just aren't comfortable with
themselves," Belle said. "People need to realize that
even with makeup on,' it's the face underneath all of
the makeup that's responsible for everything. That's
the face that needs to be loved."
A powerful statement from someone who lives on
both sides of the line, and walks it without a problem.
Belle is a regular performer for the drag shows, so if
anyone missed out on the spring show, count on get·
ting to experience her performances first-hand next
fall.
·
Contact Steele at rsteele4@murraystate.edu.

Alliance hosts semiannual
drag show as fundraiser ·
Ryan Steele
Staff writer
Friends and supporters of Murray
State Alliance took to the runway
Thursday in their semiannual drag
show in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Themed after Lady Gaga's hit album
"The Fame Monster," the Murray State
Alliance had much in store for their
spring show.
Over the past several years the Alliance has held its semiannual drag
shows and have gained enormous pop·
ularity around campus. Students have
come to each show, looking forward to
the showmanship and entertainment
provided. There was even a Lady Gaga
impersonator for this show.
'"The University community has
come to expect these shows each se- ·
mester and often they beat the group
to the question over when will the next
one take place," Jody Cofer, Alliance
adviser, said.
Being something so popular on campus definitely has its advantages. As its
main source of fund raising, Alliance
makes each show unforgettable. Members want to make sure they have
enough money to continue hosting
drag shows and supporting the cause

that they were founded on.
"MSU Alliance uses the funds raised
at their biannual drag shows to support their education, advocacy and social programming." Cofer said. "A good
example of this is when they hold
panel discussions or show films on
campus to promote acceptance."
Alliance is an organization on campus that supports lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender students. They have
been involved in numerous events
around campus, most of which are to
help students.
One popular ev~nt Alliance puts on
is the "Hate Isn't Sexy" program which
confronts the issue of LGBT bigotry
and tries to spread knowledge and acceptance over hate. Students can catch
the next program of "Hate isn't Sexy"
on April3.
Aside from services around campus,
Alliance is a strong force in the ac~
ceptancc and inclusion of the students
involved. As LGBT rights are in the
forefront of many political debates, Alliance is taking a more informed and
light-hearted approach to such a serious issue. That's why most members of
the Alliance participate in the drag
show.
"l participate because I think it is

Allie OouglawTh<' Ntws

Trey Rawtlnos(Jives audience members rosesduring the drag show Thursday while recelvlno
tips for his performance. Theshowwas held In the CurrlsCenter Ballroom.
important for our students to see
someone they often associate with
pushing for inclusion through more
traditional means also able to flip to
the other side of this work and do it in
a much more;: light-hearted manner,"
Cofer said.
Contact Steele at rsteele4@
murraystate.edu.

Visit the news.org
for more photos
of the drag show.
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The water
Co.oler

National entertai1m1cnt
news sure to spice up your
lunch conversation
Information and photos from
the Associated Press
Cfmp Ued by Savannah Sawyer
Madly n Monroe on Cannes Film poster
Organizers for the
Cannes Film Festival
have decided to feature
Marilyn Monroe on a
poster for ~the festival.
According to organizers for the event, 50
years after her death,
Marilyn remains one of
the major figures of
world cinema, an eternal
Marilyn Monroe and contemporary ref~
erencc of grace, mystery
and seduction, officals said on 'tuesday.
The 65th annual Cannes Film Festival will
take place May 16 to 27.

'Dancing with the Stars' announced
The ocw cast of "Dancing with the Stars"
was announced Tuesday on "Good Morning
America."
Sing<•r Gavin DeGraw, "FN'<tra" co-host Maria
Menouoos and "Melrose Place" actor Jack
Wagnc1• are just a few of many announced to
compete in this season's competition.
Last <;cason's winners were actor ).R. .Martinez and his professional partner. Karina
Smirnoff.
'l11e show is scr to air March 19.

Singer ofThe Monkees dies of heart attack
Davy Jones, singer for

The Monkees passed

Davy Jones

awny Wednesday at the
age of66.
Accordin~; to Jones'
publicist, be passed away
in his home in Indiantown, Fla., of a heartattack.
Som(• of The Monkees
hits include "Daydream
Believer" and "l'm a Believer."
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Students celebrate religious tradition
Allyson Putm an
Staff writer
Resisting temptation is not always an cas}' feat.
For the next 32 days. many students across campus will sc~ how they measure up to the challenge as the Lent season begins.
Lent has bl.'cn a popular time to acknowledge
Jesus' trials nnd temptations in the desert
for hundreds of years among Catholics and various other Christian denominations. During this
time, people everywhere choose to "give up"
one of their vice!: or something they really enjoy:
these things can range anywhere from diet
soda to social nwdia. In the Catholic faith, ob·
servers of Lent also abstain from eating meat on
Fridays.
Lent consists of the 40 days. excluding Sun·
days, leading up to Easter Sunday and beginning
on Ash Wednesday - a day characterized by
ashes being placed upon the foreheads of
Catholics who choose to rarticlpate in Ll:ly long
fasting.
Melissa Sharpe, junior from Marion, Ill., said
Ash Wednesday is a part of Lent she takes seri~
ously.
Sharpe said that the purpose of Ash Wednesday is to show commitment to the Lent se:1son
and faith.
''We aren't supposed to go out to the world
and broadcast that we're giving something up for
Lent," she said. "However. ,..'ith the ashes you
aren't 'brondcasting' but more just showing your
commitment to staying trut• to the real meaning
of theJ.cnt scal'!on."
This year, Sharpe said she wanted to do a &:ombinution of things for Lent so she chose to add a
task to her daily routine by writing letters to pco·
ple that have helped her throughout her life in
addition to abstaining from meat on Fridays.
''Lent is more than just giving som('thing up,
it's growing closer to God and your faith,"

Sharpe said. "These arc people that haYe helped
me along my faith journey so I wanted to give
back to them. too."
Not unlike many other students, Sharpe said
she has obsef'(cd Lent all of her life.
Ann Myers, sophomore from New Albany,
Ohio, said her family has been observing Lent for
as long as sh.:: can remember.
This year, Myers is partnering up with her
roommate to resist the temptation of eating
sweets. So far. she ~aid she has been successful in
all of her Lent commitments.
''I have given up eating sweets before," she
said. "Last year l gave up Faccbook. though. It
was really hard but J never cheated."
Myers said while some Lent followers allow
breaks on Sundays because Sundays are not in·
eluded in the 40 days of L~nt, she does not. Instead, she said she likes the challenge of ·
maintaining true to her word and commitment.
"It shouldn't be abdut what you're giving up,
but more about what ChrLo;t gave up for you." she
said.
Cath olics arc not the only. denomination
choosing to participate in Lent, as many other
Christian-denominations take part in the process
as well.
Katie Hogan. senior from Frankfort, Ky., is observing Lent as a Baptist. She said she does not
really celebrate many of the othet traditions
aside from Easter Sundoy.
''1 still dun't know all the details about (Lent)
because r·ve heard several different things," she
said. "A lot of my friends are Catholic, though,
and cclebr<.~te Lent so I decided to as well."
Hogan said she has cdebratcd the season
throughout her college career. This year, she is
abstaining from energy drinks and fast food.
Choosing to observe Lent is a nice way to
show commitment to a religion or, for some. sim. ply to test onesdf against temptation.
Contact Putman at aputman@murraystate.edu.

What are you giving up for Lent?------,h-l)lo;;I-J}'Mo-ls(,il-Ruhl-rn.,nl-/hpN-ews

Lennon, McCartney homes preserved
The d\ildhood homes of former Beatlt:s
Paul M cCartnl'y and Tohn Lennon arc to be
preserved.
The homes, located in southern Liverpool,
will be given a grade two Hsting meaning they
cannot be changed in any way without the permission of local officials, Britain's Ht'ritage
Minist1.•r fohn Penrose said.

-ft.j Glaser,
freshman from Louisville, Ky.

Candy and sweets

TV

Facebook

Kenda1t Young
sophomore from Evansville, Ind. •

Vera

Bra~Jey

•

PANDORA
•

Raymond Hall
• 'freshman·from Jackson. fenn.
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Wedding
Registry
•

Personalized
Pape1· Goods
•
,1

so much
· morel

Vintagr. M~~! ' u M
sos N.l £th St.
Jt...Iu1Ta)TJ KY
( 9 70 ) 759-g Joo

MOJJ-Fl·i:
10am-5pm

Sat:
10am-4pm
vintage r ose.c om

HIRING
-News Editor*
-Assistant News Editor
-Opinion Editor*
-Sports Editor*
-Assistant Sports Editor
-Features Editor*

-Assistant Features
Editor
-Online Editor*
-Photography Editor*
-Advertising Sales
Manager*
-Advertising

Production Manager*

Applications are
available
in 111 Wilson Hall

*denotes Editorial Board position
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Liner Notes

Hipster: Anew genre
I wouldn't consider
myself a hipster. I
might occasionally
find myself listening
,to what would be
considered "hipster
music," or unknown
music that could
eventually go main·
stream, but still, 1
don't fit the bill. 1
love too many genres,
decades ami styles of
music to be set to just one type.
Today, I'm classifying hipster music as
a genre of its own.
• After some meaningful tHinking and
mild research, I have compiled a few
bands that deserve a spot in this new
genre. See for yourself if you think they
uctually fit.
1. Two Door Cinema Club
J was introduced to this band from a
blog a couple of years ago. Their song
"Make You Mine" constantly played on
my iThnes for weeks.

MclisS<l RuhlmanlTh<• Nell'S

People line up for a treat at Dairy Queen on Thursday. The outdoor restaurant opens every year on March
1and closes Oct 31.

Dairy Queen opens for spring
R.ac::hel Clifford
Staff writer

I scream, you scream, we all
scream for the opening of Dairy
Queen, which opened for spring
Thursday.
"The fact that we aren't open all
year definitely makes us special,"
Vanessa Harrison, a wmkcr at Dairy
Queen, said. "It's a holiday~ a Murray holiday. People line up all the
way down the sidewalk, especially
on opening day."
Howcver, the line isn't seen as a
problem. Instead, it's part of Dairy
Queen's charm.
"It's an event to t:ome here," Har·
rison said. "We're a destination.
That's part ofit ·the standing in line.
It's not just the ice cream. It's seeing

•

people you know in line and having
a conversation with them while you
wait."
According to worker Misty Long,
it's quite a wait.
"It can take 40 minutes to wor:k
through," Long said. "Some people
time il on their cell phones. We've
had to ask people to curvl' around
the building instead of blocking the
entrance from the road."
For Kaitlyn Lambdin, sophomore
from Madisonville, Ky. the for ice
cream wait was well worth it.
''l stood in line for about 30-45
minutes, but the line was shorter
then than it is now," Lambdin said.
"It was definitely worth the wait,
though. The ice cream is the best in
town."
There are some, however, who t ry

to beat the long lin''·
"'We'll havl! some people who race
to be our frrst customer," l.ong said.
"We'll see people runnin~ up and
they'll ask 'am I yt•UJ' first one?' and
tht~y'll be disappointed if they
aren't,"
One thing that sets this D;~iry
Queen apart is their ic:c cream mix,
which has been thl' samt· recipl~ for
many rcarli.
"Our miK is ihc highest you can
get in butterfat," Stephanie Hender·
son, a worker at Dairy Queen, said.
"It's still considered a reduced f:tt
mix. hut we do opt for a more
pensivl.'. higher end mix."
In keeping with tradition, several
types of food arc not offered at the
Murray Dairy Queen including ham·
burgers. french frks and ~hicken

ex·

:z. Young The Giant

strips.
"We don't have the space to have
real food," Harrison said. "I think
our clients would rather cumc to
this Dairy Queen and stand in lim•
than for us to change anything, Iikl'
adding on, m· putting in a drive-thru
or adding burgers."
Hcn~.krson believes the tradition
is important to members of the com·
munit}'.
"We've been part of the Murray
community for so long," Henderson
said. "People come back and they expect it to look the saml' way. taSt('
tlw sam1.· \Vay, and they want exactly
what they got when they ate here the
first time."
Dairy Queen is at 1303 Main St.

I'm not familiar with the band's music
but I have heard of them (and that
counts, right?). For the sake of this list, I
listened to them and they are hipster approved.
3. Foster The People
The band that gave us "Pumped Up
Kicks" with lyrics that we had to look
up in order to sing along to, <it's "outrun
my gun" then "fast~r than my bullet" by
the way), definitely qualifi~s for hipster
listening. Their sound alone makes them
unique. Unfortunately though, they arc
already in the mainstream. They still
qualify to me.
4. Neon Trees
"Vh·oh I want some more." It's still
Stufk in my head.

S. Vampire Weekend

Contact Clifford at rcliffi~rd@
murraystat<'.edu.

Although it might seem sten!otypical
that this band made my list but ·~·Punk"
and "Jonathan Low," among many of
their other songs are great songs to have
playing in the background while you're
working on something. Maybe it's just
me.

DVD Review--- - - -- - - - - - - - -

'Footloose' remake doesn't compare to original

6. Modest Mouse
I'm honestly not a big fan of this band
but have heard some b'Teat covers of
"Float On." I felt they deserved n spot in
the list only because of their name, and
their unique sound. This band was also
a favorite of severttl of my pt-ers from
high school.

Anna Taylor
Features Editor
I will admit I was super excited when I heard "Footloose" was
going to be remade; not that there is anything wrong with the orig·
inal. I was even more excited when I learned that Kenny Ortega, di·
rector of ..This Is It" and the "High School Musical" trilogy, would
be directing it and Zac Efron would play the role ofRen.
Hut then. not long after the announcement of the movie remake
was made, the lead role Changed at least one more time before the
final actor was chosen. No matter who ended up with the role, they
had big shoes to filL
After viewing the movie trailer, I wasn't sure how to feel about
the modern approach that Ortega decided to take on the small town.
Then, watching the movie. I felt like some scen es in the movie were
still taking place in the '80's and others were trying to modernizt! a
small town too much, but I guess that's what you get when you mix
a boy from Boston with a small town.

7.MGMT
If you haven't heard "Electric Feel,"
well you haven't heard it. It's basically
the same a~ having an iPhonc. Also,
MGMT doesn't stand for anything. It's
an abbreviation for management, which
used to be lhelr band name.

8.Pboenlx

I
One star: Only if you're bored
Two stars: Worth therental
Three stars: See it immediately
Four stars: Afuture classic

JnM~!l Wllrlel'y

9. 1beShius
ni IMDB

Ren MacCormack, played by Kenny Wormald, and Willard Hewftt, played by Miles Teller. dance at their
prom to the familiar main theme SOIUJ. The movie remake Is available on OVD Tuesday.

Similar to:
"Step Up." ··center Stage," and the original "Footloose"

Read the full DVD review at thenews.org.·
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News Editor Austin Ramsey r~
qucstcd that I make mention of this
band. After several years of keeping a
low proftle, the Albuquerque-based
band will release "The Port of Morrow"
March20.
Contact
1aylor
at
atuylor2@

murraystate.edu.

F

Sudoku

One of my favorite bands, these guys
deserve a mention. After winning a
Granuny for their album "Wolfgang
Amadeus Phoenix" in 2010, the band got
the recognition they deserved.
Track to listen to: "1901," if you
haven't heard it already. (Unfortunately.
the lyrics are "fallin', fallin', fullin'" and
not "ballin', ballin', ballin'"), Secondary
track'to listen to: "Lisztomania." Pure
gold.
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Is your

resume
ready?

.( Sample Resume

J

5
Name and contact

information are obvious and

John Doe

easy to read

123 Elm Street • Murray, KY • Cell: 270.555.1234 • john.doe@murraystate.edu
OBJECTIVE
(
To utilize my educational background and experience to obtain a position as a XXXXX with ABC Companl

Objectiv~:ef and)

----------------_

EDUCATION

~

BcfMme IIIMi

' -Preferably, one
page document

-Do not use
abbreviations (excc;pt
postal markings)
-Do NOT use
templates; Fiild a
format that
repments you and
the content of

infonnation you
provide
-Be unique, creative
and CONSISTENT
with fonnat and
organization

Murray State University
Bachelor of XXXXX
Area: XXXXX

Murray, KY
Expected: May 2012

GPA: 3.52/4.00
WORK EXPERIENCE
ABC Financial Planners
~urray, KY
Finance Intern
Summer 2011
• Organized, attended, and participated in meetings between advisors and clients
• Conducted cold calls to prospective and current clients
_ _ _ _,_. .
• Gathered financial information and arranged appointments with brokers

XYZ Corporation
Murray, KY
Human Resources Intern
August 2010 - April201 t
~
• Provided human resources support to operating department
• Worked on a team that developed a wage incentive planning tool for plant managers
• Conducted a benefit analysis of temporary labor usages
ABC Restaurant
Server
• Waited on twelve to fifteen tables per shift
• Handled monetary transactions from all customers

Murray, KY
Summers 2009 - 2010

Above average GPA
well-rounded
education

and

·Evidence of strong,
verbal skills

Teamwork experience )

Strong work ethic and

customer services skills

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Community Crisis Center
Hotline Volunteer
• Provided support to individuals experiencing personal problems

Murray, KY
August 2008
- April 2009
r

Impressive Volunteer
Experience

SPECIAL SKILLS
• Fluent in Spanish, written and verbal
• Proficient in Microsoft Excel, Adobe Photoshop, and Quark Express
HONORS/AWARDS
• XYZ Honor Society
• XYZ Sorority
• ABC Scholarship

For additional

auistaoce

or for resume
critiquing contact
Career Services at
809-3804 or by
e-mail at
msu.careerservices@
murrayState.edu or
by appointment at
2 J0 Ordway Hall.

• Discover personal qualities, traits and sldlls that are
desitable for the workplace.
• Choose a target job and write a career objective that is
tailored to the specific position and field.
• Identify key skills and knowledge that is needed.
• Choose a resume format. No templates.
• Make a list of special training and education.
• Make a list of primary work, volunteer and careerrelated experiences.

Involvement and
leadership outside of the
I

classroom

• Make a list of Y0\11' awards. honors and activities.

• From the lists, identify the best from past eXperiences
and accomplishments that show you can do the job.
• Describe each experience with simple action verbs
and arrang4 in the order of most significant to least Jignificant.
• Make a list of names, complete addresses, phone numbers and e-mail .addresses of those people you wish to
use as references with their permission.
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EMERSON .
Climate Technologies
Overview
Emerson Climate Technologies, a business of Emerson, is the world's leading provider of heating, air
conditioning, and refrigeration solutions for residential, industrial and commercial applications.

;

We combine technically superior products from our industry-leading divisions and brands - such as
Copeland!' Brand products, White-Rodgers•, and Emerson Flow Controls-- with our engineering, design,
distribution, installation and monitoring capabilities, to create unquestionably reliable climate systems.
These industry-defining, proprietary technologies provide our customers with a peerless competitive
advantage.

...

To get your career started, you need every advantage you can get- before you graduate. You can start
ahead of the pack by applying to the Emerson Climate Technologies, Inc. Cooperative (Co-op) Education
Program.

What majors are we looking for?
Occupational Health & Safety
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Materials Science Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Industrial Engineering

Computer Science/MIS
Information Systems
Marketing
Supply Chain Management
Purchasing/Logistics
Accounting
Human Resources/Management

What you'll get
• A fast paced global work environment
• A competitive salary and paid holidays
• Invaluable experience you can add to your resume

Who's eligible?
Students who:
• Are full-time enrolled undergraduate students working toward a four-year degree
• Have a cumulative or major GPA of 3.0 or higher
• Are able to work full-time while at one of our facilities

More Information
Visit us at EmersonCiimate.com for more information or Emerson.com/careers to view all of our
current openings.
Emerson Climate Technologies, Inc. is an equal opportunity employer. It will not discriminate
against any applicant or employee on the basis of race, sex, religion, age, national·origin, color,
disability, veteran status or genetic information. Emerson is committed to providing a workplace
free of any discrimination or harassment.

.
•
I

f
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What Employers Wan~:
The Perfect Candidate
What do employers want in their new employees?
The job description will provide you with. a list of required qualifications - a particular major or group of majors, a specific skill set,
a minimun GPA and so forth - but employers have a substantial list
of abilities, qualities, attributes and "soft" skills that they also seek
in their new hires.

Contact
Career
fora resume
Services · critique that
is sure to get
you noticed
Your resume Is key to getting you an interview so don't
let It prevent you from getting the attention you deserve.
Let Career Services troubleshoot and strengthen your job search
documents to assist you in making a great "first impression!"

Communication
skills
(verbal)

A strong
work ethic

Teamwork
skills

Analytical
skills

Here is what we offer:
• Ideas on format content, and organizati~n
• Detailed descriptions on areas that need improvement
or enhancing
• Rewritten statements to Imply exactly what you want
to say and how to state it
• Highlighted skills and abilities to match qualifications
of the position

Communication
skills
-(written)

Interpersonal
skills

Problem-solving
skills

Flexibility
and
adaptability

Initiative

Relevant work
experience
(through an
internship or
co-op assignment)

• Suggested heading categories that you may be omitting
• Sample action words and terms indicating knowledge level
·And more._

Source: Job Outlook 2011, National Association of Colleges and Employers

Image: Ambro/FreeDigitaiPhotos.net
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---Spring 2012 Recruiters--ADRAN
Industry: Telecommunications
Jobs Being Recruited: Technical Support
Engineer; Applications Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Telecommunications
Systems Management; Electromechanical
Engineering Techology; Applied Engineering
& Tech Mgt; Electrical & Telecomm Engr
~

AFLAC

Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Representative;
Manager Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Marketing; Organiz3.tional
Communication; Public Relations; Mass
Communications

Bristol Broadcasting
(WKYQ, Double Q, Electric 96.9, WLLE)
Industry: Arts & Entertainment - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Air Talent; Journalist I
Website Journalism
Majors Being Recruited: Journalism

Carpenter Company
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Manager Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Industrial &
Engineering Tech, Mfg Tech, G&D;
Manufacturing Technology

Campbellsville University ·
Industry: Education/Academia- Other;
Academic
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors

Center for Toxicology & Environmental
Health
Industry: Consulting - Other; Environment Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Environmental
Scientist; Toxicologist; Industrial Hygienist
Majors Being Recruited: Biochemistry;
Biology; Chemistry; Molecular Biology;
Engineering Physics; Engineering Science;
Environmental Engineering Tech;
Environmental Regulartory Affairs; Earth
Science; Conservation Biology; Wildlife &
Conservation Biology; Physics

AgXplore International Inc.
Industry: Agriculture/ Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Summer Internship
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors

The Chase at Murray
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Keystone
Majors Being Recruited: Marketing; Real
Estate

Alexander Thompson Arnold
Industry: Accounting
Jobs Being Recruited: Accountants
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting

.........,......,

Balfour Beatty Construction
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Internships
Majors Being Recruited: Civil Engineering
Tech (Architect & Constr); Construction
Engineering Tech
Bankers Life and Casualty
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Insurance Agent;
Recruiter
Bell & Associates Construction
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Intern; Project
Engineer; Assistant Superintendent; B.I.M.
Controller
Majors Being Recruited: Civil Engineering
Tech (Architect & Constr); Construction
Engineering Tech
Black Gold Farms
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Production Specialist;
Agronomy Intern; Farm Technician
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Education; Agricultural Science
and Technology; Agriculture Mechanization;
Agronomy
Briggs & Stratton
Industry: Accounting; Engineering - Other;
Human Resources; Manufacturing

, . . . . a. .

...

....._.
...
1111-JZ)~::....
,...,_.,_._ _...."""
- ~~

c--s.mc..

Pf!t"":~9il"'}}llt!~1T

ATTENTION STUDENTS
"March Madness" is the theme
for this spring's fair.
Please come equipped with resumes
and business cards as you network
with potential employers.

Professional dress is required.
Get a head start.
Review and target interested participants at
http://murraystate.experience.com/
stu/cf_details?fhnd=5375

City of Murray
Industry: Government - Other

Clarksville Police Department
Industry: Government - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: POUCE OFFICERS
,Majors Being Recruited: Criminal Justice
The Comfort Group
Industry: Architecture - Other; Construction;
Engineering - Other; Environment - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: CIVIL ENG. TECHNOLOGY; ELECT & TELECOMM ENG
Majors Being Recruited: Architectural
Engineering Tech; Civil Engineering Tech
(Architect & Constr); Engineering Graphics
& Design; Engineering Physics; Engineering
Science; Industrial & Engineering Tech, Mfg
Tech, G&D; Graphic Communications Tech;
Pre-Engineering
Commonwealth Health Corporation
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered Nurses
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
Community Options
Industry: Non-Profit - Other; Social/Human
Services - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Community Support
Staff; Emplo~ent Specialist; Community
Access Staff
Majors Being Recruited: Communication
Disorders; Nursing; Recreation Theraputic;
f

\
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Recruiters ( c o n t i n u e d ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - community Options (continued)
Pre-Occupational Therapy; Social Work;
Psychology/Clinical Mental Health; Sociology;
Health & Physical Education; Youth &
Nonprofit Leadership; Learning & Behavior
Disorders ; Learning & Behavior Disorders;
Elem & Middle; Social Science; Pre-Medical;
Pre-Pharmacy; Pre-Physical Therapy; Human
Services; Counseling; Special Education;
Clinical Psychology; General Psychology;
General Studies; Undeclared; Vocational
Home Economics; Exercise Sci; Wellness/PrePT/Pre-OT/Pre-PA; Physical Education
Consolidated Grain and Barge
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Grain Merchandiser;
Operations Management Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business
Administration; Agribusiness; Agricultural
Science and Technology
Consolidated Electrical Distributors-Paducah
Industry: Retail/Merchandising; Other;
Private Firm; Corporation
Jobs Being Recruited: Manager Trainees;
Outside Sales Associates; Technical
Specialists; Product Managers
Crossings MinistrY Camps
Industry: Non-Profit- Other
Jobs Being Recruited: dsix intern
CSI Computer Services
Industry: Technology - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting;
Computer Science; Telecommunications
Systems Management
Emerson Climate Technologies
Industry: Engineering - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Corporate Safety Co-op
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
&Health
Enterprise Rent-A-car
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Mgmt Trainee; Mgmt
Trainee Intern

Ezell's Cosmetology School
Industry: Education/Academia- Other;
Academic

Four Riven Behavioral Health
Industry: Healthcare- Other
Jobs Being Recruited: socia work; psychology
Majors Being Recruited: Psychology/Clinical
Mental Health

Grace1and Management Services
Industry: Finance/Banking - Other

Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business
Administration; Computer Information
Systems; Management; Marketing
Gray Construction
Industry: Construction
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Civil Engineering Tech (Architect
& Constr); Construction Engineering Tech;
Engineering Graphics & Design
Heritage Bank
Industry: Accounting; Finance/Banking Other
Jobs Being Recruited: accounting clerk; head
teller
Home City Ice
Industry: Food and Beverage
Jobs Being Recruited: Route Delivery Drivers
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Hopldnsville Police Department
Industry: Law - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Police Officers
Kemper CPA Group
Industry: Accounting
Jobs Being Recruited: Staff Accountants
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting

Kentucky State Police Headquarters
Industry: Law - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Trooper; Commercial
Vehicle Enforcement Officer
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Uaison Technologies
Industry: Technology - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Mapping Analyst;
Support Analyst; Build Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Computer
Information Systems; Computer Science
Lopn Aluminum
Industry: Manufacturing
Majors Being Recruited: Environmental
Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering
Tech; Electrical & Telecomm Engr

- Marathon Petroleum Company
Industry: Energy/Utilities
Jobs Being Recruited: HES&S Intern/Co-op
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Environmental Engineering Tech

McCarthy Buildins Companies, IDe.
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Project Safety
Coordinator
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health

Mediaeom
Industry: Telecommunications
Jobs Being Recruited: Direct Sales
Representatives; Commercial Account
Representatives
Metropolitan Nashville Police Department
Industry: Law - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Police Officers; Civilian
Support Staff
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Missouri State Jlighway Patrol
Industry: Government - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Trooper; Civilian
..Support Personnel
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Murray Calloway County l;iospital
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing; Exercise
Sci; Wellness/Pre-PT/Pre-OT/Pre-PA
Murray State University Army ROTC
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: ROTC Cadets
Murray State University Graduate Studies
Industry: Academic
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Murray State University WKMS-FM
Industry: Communications/Media - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: News Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Journalism
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Industry: Finance/Banking - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Financial Rep; Financial
Advisor; College Financial Rep; TOP 10
Internship; Sales & Marketing I Fortune 500
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Nucor Steel - Arkan s.u
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Programmer Intern;
Programmer/Analyst; Network Tech.
Majors Being Recruited: Computer
Information Systems; Computer Science;
Manufacturing Technology; Mechanical
Engineering Tech; Electrical & Telecom.m
Engr
Owens Coming
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Environmental Health
& Safety Leadership
Majors Being Recruited: Environmental
Engineering Tech

Continued on Pill 10
~
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tacts are valuable for their insights as
well their connections. Always come
away from any networking meeting
with at least two additional contacts.

TO JOB INTERVIEW PREPARATION

• Re-assessing your resume: Even if
you have sent your best-yet resume,
which was obviously successful in
making the cut, review it thoroughly
and know everything that's on it. Be
prepared to discuss supplemental
experiences that might be important
to this employer. Use a Job Interview
Prep Sheet to focus on experiences
you feel are most relevant and match
them to the employer's needs.
• Practicing typical and targeted
interview questions: Be able to
answer the "Basic 3:"
• Why are you interested in
this field?
• Why are you interested in
this company?
• Why are you interested in
this position?

Louise Giordano

Quintessential Careers
The biggest mistake in interviewing is not being fully prepared It
behooves job-seekers to use every
conceivable means possible to prepare for the interview and to allow
ample time to fully prepare.
Understand that ..interviewing is a
skill; as with all skills, preparation
and practice enhance the quality of
that skill. Preparation can make the
difference between getting an offer
and getting rejected
There is no one "best" way to prepare for an interview. Rather, there
are specific and important strategies
to enhance one's chances for interview success. Every interview is a
learning experience, so learning that
takes place during the preparation
and actual interview process is useful
for future interviews.
Initial preparation requires recent
assessment of skills, interests, values,
and accomplishments; a re-assessment and updating of one's resume;
and research on the targeted company/organization
and
position.
Preparation also includes actual practice of typical and targeted interview
questions. Final preparation includes
details of dress and appearance,
knowledge of the location of the
interview, what to expect, and protocols for follow-up.
General p reparation before you
begin the interview process:
• Self-assessment: I recommend
self-assessment annually, but most
people resist this step. When one is
unemployed or fearing lay-off, the
time is right for reassessing current
skills, talents, abilities, strengths,
weaknesses, interests, and work values. In addition, it is clearly time to
re-examine accomplishments and
achievements, particularly those tliat
may be relevant to a prospective
employer. I recommend keeping an
on-going accomplishments file in
which to maintain such items as articles, congratulatory letters, kudos
from the boss or clients/customers,
360 evaluations, and descriptions of
successful activities as they occur. In
the course of daily business life, one
often forgets those notable successes.

• Updating your resume: The
accomplishments file serves as a
springboard to reassessing your
resume. The file contains content for
selective resume inclusion. If we
assume that a resume must be accomplishments-based
rather
than
descriptive of one's responsibilities,
then the file serves to jog one's memory about recent notable activities.
Bare-bone the resume by removing
all superfluous and/or irrelevant
material, all articles (a, an, the), and
work at getting it onto one page. Use
functional headings to help focus the
reader on what you have done and .
what you can do for the prospective
employer. Be absolutely certain it is
error-free.
Let's now assume you have
a specific interview lined up.
• Research, research, research:
Depending on available time, use
every possible means to learn all you
can about the company and position.
Use the public library or local bookstore to locate and read information
about the company/organization.
Access books, journals, magazines,
newspapers and any reference materials useful for investors - and jobseekers!' Ask the reference librarian
about connections to investor online
publications or services, such as
Valueline, Lex.is-Nexis. Read and/or
check online resources for major
business publications, such as Forbes,
Money, Kiplinger's, The Wall St.
Journal, or Investors Business Daily.
Go online to the company's Web site
as well as competitors' sites. Use
investor Web sites to learn what's
happening now in the news with this
company and its competitors. Use
bizjournals.com to find business
news by industry and/or location.
• Use your alumni network to the
best advantage: if your college offers
a searchable online database, search
by company name. Contact any alumni who work for that company.
Choose fairly recent graduates (to
learn about the interview and hiring
process, and early experiences on the
job) and older alumni as well (to
learn about corporate culture, history,
and career paths.) All alumni con-

• Be prepared to discuss anything
on your resume. Be prepared to
answer questions/issues you really
don't want to answer. For example:
your greatest weakness
your lack of related experience
your low GPA
your lack ofleadership experiences
your record of job-hopping
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questions should reflect your
research on the company and position and should never include questions whose answers are readily available in company literature or Web
site. Do NOT ask about salary or benefits!
Final preparations:
• Select appropriate .attire long
before .t he interview day. Know the
culture of the organization for which
you are interviewing and dress
accordingly -- perhaps a notch above
that - especially if the company has
espoused corporate casual. A business suit is always acceptable. Be certain that Y.OUr clothing is clean and
well pressed. Do a test run to determine comfort level. Too short or too
tight may cause you -- or others -- to
be distracted or uncomfortable.
Minimize accessories. Remember:
Jess is more. You want to be memorable for the right reasons.
• Know the location of your interview. Do a drive-by if possible. Plan
to arrive at the designated office 10
minutes in advance. Allow ample
time for traffic, the possibility of getting lost, and parking difficulties.
Bring extra ·copies of your resume in
a folder or portfolio. Bring a small
notebook for notes, but keep notetaking to a minimum.

• Practice with a friend, career
counselor or coach, or in front of a
mirror. Video or audio-tape your
answers for future review. Scrutinize
how you look and sound. Note i.tiflection of your voice, mannerisms and
gestures, facial e)Cpressions, poise,
energy and enthusiasm in your
answers as well as in your body language. How can you improve,
enhance, develop, or revise your
answers and/or delivery?

• Collect business cards from every
individual with whom you interview.
Ask about timeframes for filling the
position, bow and when you will be
notified, and if they would like additional information or materials from
you. DO NOT ASK ABOUT SALARY
OR BENEFITS!

• Because interviewing is a skill,
you can only improve your style and
acumen with practice. College and
university career services offices typically offer mock interviews and
interview workshops. But you can
always prevail upon family or friends
to help you prepare. ASK!!! Ask too
for genuine feedback that will be
helpful in working out the kinks.
Practice is important too in assuaging
fears and nervousness. However, a
degree of tension is beneficial toward
maintaining a level of alertness that
causes you to sit up straight and forward in your seat, leaning toward the
interviewer. The ideal is to strike a
balance between poise/calm and
energy/enthusiasm.

• Send a thank-you note within 2448 hours of your interview. Send one
to every person who interviewed you.
Email is OK, but follow protocols for
formal business correspondence,
which is always more formal than
typical email. Use the thank you note
to reiterate your interest and to
emphasize your specific qualifications for the position. What do you
want them to remember about you
that is likely to "sell" them on you as
a viable candidate? Everything about
the job search should be focused on
what YOU can do for the company,
'what YOU bring to the position, and
why the employer should hire YOU!
The interview may be your one shot - so make it a good one!

• Prepare questions to ask. These

Follow-up:

~

----~--------~------------t-----J
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STUDENT EUGmlllTY

COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION/
INTERNSHIPS

• Student must be currently
enrolled, degree-seeking at the time
of appointment
• Student must have 24 credits accumulated at a college or university
• Student must have earned at least
six credits at Murray State University
• Student must have an established
cumulative GPA of 2.0 or higher
• Student must be under an unrestricted baccalaureate admission status
• Enrollment in the program must be
concurrent with the employment
• Student must be willing to pay for
the course by the hour at an in-state
rate

Ray Karraker
Co-op and Internship Coordinator
~
1

The
Cooperative
Education/Internship program at
Murray State University is designed
to assist students in developing an
understanding of human relationships and the psychology of the work
place, while providin& hands-on
work experience in an academic
major. The extension of classroom
training in a profession adds a unique
dimension to the preparation of a
career. By participating in this program, Murray State students have the
opportunity to apply skills and
knowledge learned in the classroom
to actual on-the-job training. In addition, they may earn up to six hours of
elective credit toward graduation.
Through the MSU Career Services
office, work experiences are made
available through businesses, industries, educational institutions, nonprofit, governmental agencies, and
research organizations located
throughout the United States and
abroad. Although the University
makes no guarantee as to practice
assignments or earnings, they make
every effort to place students to their
best educational advantage.

Since
the
Cooperative
Education/Internship program at
MSU is flexible, students have a
choice between working multiple
semesters in an alternating, J>arallel
or combination program during the
Fall, Spring, or Summer term. Work
.experiences can range from formal to
informal, paid to voluntary, part-time
to full-time, for one or more semesters. The typical program will
involve faculty/student/employer
interaction to establish requirements
for successful completion of the program. These requirements may vary
with each academic department.
Some departments have required
programs built into their curriculum.
Credit hours and grading standards
also vary with academic departments.

STUDENT APPUCATION
• First, contact the Career Services
STUDENT BENEFITS
Office and establish a co-op file
• Second, meet with Department
• Earn salary that can assist in
Advisor/Chair to express interest
financing college
and inquire about opportunities
• Receive academic credit for career- • • Third, develop a resume to be post· related experience without going to
ed to Racer Tracks and used to comclass
municate with prospective employ• Experience and evaluate career
ers
choice prior to graduation
• Fourth, network with friends, fami• Learn valuable practical job seekly, alumni and/01; professionals in the
ing and job holding skills
field about positions
• Gain exposure to latest trends,
• Fifth, research the compatechnologies, and practices
nies/organizations you are interested
• Develop maturity, professionalism,
in applying to dete'rmine application
and self-confidence
process and deadlines
• Earn more money and advance
• Sixth, interview with those compamore rapidly in the chosen career
nies that contact you
field upon graduation
• Once a position is secured, Career
• Improve GPA as classes become
Services can assist you in completing
more meaningful following work
the paper work needed to register for
experience
the class

Paid internships key to job-search success for new grads
Nadonal Assodad on
of Colleges and
Employen
BETHLEHEM, PA-Paid
internships correlate to jobsearch success, according to
a new study conducted by
the National Association of
Colleges and Employers
(NACE).
Class of 2011 graduates
who took part in a paid
internship were more likely
to get a job offer, have a job
in hand by the time they
graduated, and receive a
higher starting salary offer
than their peers who undertook an unpaid internship or
no internship at all, accord-

ing to results of NACE's 2011
Student Survey.
The study also found that
paid interns in the for-profit
sector earned the highest
offer rates: More than 61 percent had received a job offer.
However, paid interns in the
nonprofit and government
sectors also outpaced unpaid
interns, regardless of sector.
In fact, unpaid interns
fared "best" in the for-profit
sector, with just under 38
percent of unpaid interns
getting a job offer. In contrast, the "worst" environment reported by paid
interns was with a state/local
government employer: Just
under 40 percent received a
job offer.

"'We also found that paid
interns who became fulltime employees had higher
average starting salary offers
than their peers who took
part in unpaid internships,"
says, Marilyn Mackes, NACE
executive director.
The intern's duties appear
to be the key to the difference in why paid intetnships
translated into better jobsearch performance.
"Paid interns reported
spending more time on 'professional' duties and there·
fore appeared to gain more
of. the 'real' experience that
appeals to employers than
unpaid interns, who spent
more time on clerical activities," says Mackes.
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I believe that
talented people make
all the difference in
the world.
One of the best things I like abour working
m Emerprbc i.s that there':, so much focus
on every~'ne·$ individual abilicie'i and
achievements. lt all has to do with an

o,·erriding entrepreneurial philosophy that
says that your sttcce.ss is nuly up to you.
This means chat there's. no one standard
formula for doing rhings around here,
lt also means that l'm working alongside and

teaming different rhings from a w1de group
of ta:lcmed people every day. It's great to be
;u a

company where everybody's differences

- whether they he business philo.;ophie.'> or
cultural idc?ahl - !lfl' not only accepted,
rhey're pan of lite verr fabric of our success.

My ftrsrrrvt[ trtt-trfrise
.&~nier~:l

What company best
represents me?

We <'Ire an equal opponunity cmpk1p::r. M/F/DiY.

I believe this one.

•

..
·,,~

J '·"'

'j . •'l)i

If you have exp,eriem:e in sales or customer service and a bachelor's degrtt. please applr online @ www.enterprise.C<?mkarters.
Or(·ontact: Mike Hammond, Group Recruiting Manager • phone: (502) ..58-7808 ext. 200 • e-mail: mike.hammond(werac.com
I

l

•
f
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:HOW TO:
Give Yourself an Advantage
When applyino for that dream job, It's Important to stand out from the dozens of Giller apjJbnts. ~ ,_.., _ . ecuttf
do properly. There are several things that can either help you land an Interview dObl awey-or prolong yourfiii'Ch.

1

.; We've asked the experts for advice on the dos and don'ts of effective job SIIR:fiMI and

-

'
I

what a., hid to say:

•

DO

DON'T

Do_ Look for the Right Fl. Select positions cnfully, says S..llllthfllld. president
of Hellbfleld ........... Colisubnts IIIII writer for About.c:onts ..... reJCUteS
section. You lr1ltt loaldnQ for just I job, she adds. but
the belt Ntch for yow

IJoniL Be GIMrtc. The cowr leiter Is Ulllllr till dldlllj"'iactorln whether or not 1 hirInG . . . . wlloall at your ..... Jab llllllrs . . to st.t out froln other c:andldltts, ...,.....IUOOisb .. •IIIRR coww .............. this Is I

'

,

..,.Is

raa.

sldll set llld experience. When preparlncJ for prellnllnrf lntlrvllws. .. questloni thlt
will help assess whether you and the C0111P111Y n1 QOOd fit. 1'Ms allows you to talor
the search to your wants and needs, Heathfleld SUCJQtSts.

tile.- w

........ .,.. ...............,•••••1 11 ..... ,.....,.

. . . . . far.11 Miilllan
yodliimed ~ .... ~ lttd how
yow sldl set fits the position requirements.
\

Do- Use Good Mlfiilii"S. Whetller netwonmQ or at •lntllvtew, be autiOUs to MrY"
one you tnCOIIItlr, says Patricia Mathews. presldlnt of 11n111 mowas consulllng
firm Workplace Solutions. rrhls Includes everyone fraat the reaptlonlst to the vice
president of the company•• When networldnQ. you IIMI' . . . . . . . your nut opportunity NY CGIRI fnJm. Dll'lnl•lntrlllw, the l*fniJ ........ _, lllc everyone you
spoke with that day far fll dblcko so lis lmportlnt to be on,_ 11est blhlvlor. ~
tlons Mathews.

wad-\- ...

Dan'- Drlss ........... Not . . . . In I PlafeaiNII __.,.. ,_.llllllvllw

IIMs the lnbr. . . with •lmprllllon that your

Ill .........

s1on11. says washlnQtonpost.'s How" Dell ca1u111111t 1.11r Glrdl. a.aen 11111 tocnss·
lnQ slappf for 1 tint dltl:lf you doftlt c:n lftiUGh to lillie a GOOd first lllpnalori. •
tiiiPIO¥w..., wander ltblt trlnslatts to job ............ adds.

Chew-

Do- Establish Nut steps. Acommon mlstakl U1Y job • •. . . lllllvlna WI Interview without lcnMIQ what's next. Before Irs over, Ilk spedllc
says Tory
Johnson. presldlllt and CEO of Women for llrt. R1111111W to lill .._ 1 filii declslol
. . be made. AppbD should llsotlnd out ..................... be to fallow-up. tNs . . . job ..an ....... expect.a. ... IIIRinltl., ....... In
the process. Jat•lSGft adds.

••.U.

Do- Stly In Touch. Be U'l to obtain 1111111 adlhslls far -Jill J1U .....-...cl
with. Send lnclvldual thank-you notes re1tara11na your ' Pnl• • _.._.,..,
Uy paints dlsCIISsed dllilo the Intel view, Ja11nson nola liDII ~~~~t,lllllllllso
nation any addltlanlllnfanlllloR IIIII helps to rllnfon:I-JIIiidtMIII Cllddate, she says.
Do.. Prooiread Before You • Sent lble lllndllrlten thlllr 111 notiS n best. lUI"
vests Mlthews.lf you deddl to ...clone vii 11111. 111.--.~ I. 11$111Y
SMIII oiMous. but Is I~ llllstllre llllde by job . . . ...... the ...... print
It and,..,... far PNIIIIbl.-rors.1 1111s . . blip Mid. . .MIItll . . . . tlllt
could lut your chances of llllldnQ I to the second nuld.

DaRt.
Dalal IIIII In., . . . "'**nal . . . . ~fannlltJ-'dlco
nii-VIIwlwc:owt ...........*J ll .... llfl &lrda. Yoa wauldllt.._ up to
Wllntlrfllw 11t1n1 food. would you? Wlh that said. mappllcant lhDald IP.PIY tlltdllcntlan to ... cblllng,. not&

,......_for

Daftll.. &It T•
job seelrln In tnnslllanll . . . of their persaftlllvll.
It's~ not tobn llelnteMiw Into I sab slary.llentlcnno thlnQs such• . . .
lno ....,..._ • 1M,_.~ oalno throuoh 1 messy divOrce can be •lmMIItt
tn-orr, ~ uys. 11111 II nat appropriate ckl1no thiiiUnlew·process. 1M adds.
lruy 111c1 1Nrtno -•oertor•••lllllrJOII'........, ,...._,_ ..........
~ .......... rae. ..... tiSk at . . - ............. JW sldls and
PfOVIno tblt you n the belt c..._

--.I

Don't... waste Anyone's Dill. .... Job .-dling, It'S noliiiCOIIIIIIOft to apply to I few
jobs thlt aren't Uldly ...
blchp . . . . thlt
tad
up witt IMrlllnliNII• at .... says .......... you...., .......,.., thlt
you nlllllnllld I n -... than
ftRMriCtilliiMJIDIIIt.,. up..,..
out ........... 1M c:oniiRia -cal the CG11111111Y _. CIIICII . . IIIIII . . llllld ~

Una,....,..,

said.,...,

aa.s.

thlt ............... . . . , , ....... blttlrtl.·

f

'

.
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Getting a job or
internship has
,never been easier.
Racer Tracks makes it happen
Through Murray State University, you have access to
Racer Tracks (powered by Experience.com), a resource
that's designed to make your career exploration process
easier and more effective.

Here are some of the features

Racer Tracks brings to your
• Calendar: Find out directly from your

fingertips:

career center about events, such as

• Jobs & Internships: Explore
opportunities targeted to Murray
State University, with the option to
further your search to more than
800,000 jobs from 100,000+
employers within the Experience
Network
• Alerts and Job Search Agents: Jobs

networking events and which employers
are coming to campus so you can apply
for a job and schedule

' rt:

an interview
• Employer searches: Refine your search
by location and industry, and save results

that are tailored just for you are

from specific employers who have

delivered directly
to you

targeted jobs
to Murray State University

• Document management: Upload
and maintain resumes, cover letters,
writing samples and other
documents, all stored In the same
place for easy access
• Applications: Apply for jobs directly
through Racer Tracks and track the
status of your applications

Ill

resume workshops, career fairs.

• · The Experience Network: You have

Q..t,c,k OM+

Login to your MyGate account
and get started or schedule an
appointment with Career
Services-we can provide
great insight to help you
manage your career search, ,
and help you learn more about
Racer Tracks.

Instant access to the many toots and
resources within the Experience Network,
www.experlence.com, Including industryspecific content. city and salary guides.
communities, a Career Portfolio and
much more

expenence co'1l

Murray State University

........................................................................
c.._

C11oeer Schi(:U' JoiLScarch Oalatlue

~ua""'. ~ Pto. Exper10nco ~ eProNet :anc E>pene!IGQ
~=an anttnldemalt<s of E~. ~nc.
~ 0 2()1:» ~.Inc. All righ~ rwNtVCd 'Tlw JntormatlOn ana ~'On$"' t'IIS dQQJrnerrt rrtii:J bo IUb!tct to~ 000'3

...
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What can Career
Services do for me?

..o/

A lot more than you are probably aware! Career Services
provides MSU students and alumni with a variety of opportunities
and assistance in all aspects of career development. Please use the
following FREE services to maximize your career potential!
Employment Opportunities
Information on full- and part-time employment and daily, updated listings of job vacancies
on and off campus are available on the Career
Services website and in the Career Services
office (210 Ordway Hall). In addition, applications for local student work programs can be
obtained in the office.
Career Counseling
Trained professional. staff members are available to assist you one-on-one or through group
orientations with career planning, job search
techniques and Internet searches. A computerized program called Discover is also available
for you to explore job choices and determine
which jobs might be your best fit.
Career Fairs
Career Services sponsors various events
throughout the year, including Fall and Spring
Career Fairs as well as Teacher Career Fairs. All
students and alumni arc encouraged to attend
and network with company representatives.
Additional information and a calendar of events
can be obtained in the Career Services office or
on the website. Questions? Contact Regina
Hudspeth at vhudspeth@murraystate.edu or
270-809-2907.

--=

Graduate School
The staff in the Career Services office can
assist individuals interested in graduate or professional school by providing information on
ap}?lications, interviews, scholarships, testing
and admission requirements. We have listed
excellent links for information through our
website.
Online Recruiting
Create an account on "Racer Tracks", a new
single sign-on job search database, today! Racer

Tracks is exclusively unique to MSU students,
alumni, faculty and staff. To begin, simply log
on to your MyGate Account and click your "academics tab". Scroll down and click on the Racer
Tracks logo. From there, you can upload multiple resumes and manage your own credentials
electronically on a continuous basis while
searching for employment opportunities, and
internships.

Cooperative Internships
By participating in this program, you have the
opportunity to apply skills and knowledge
learned in the classroom to actual on-the-job
experience while gaining course credit. The
work experience can be a full or part-time, paid
or non-paid, career-related position. You can
elect to co-op/intern for a summer, semester or
an academic year. To be eligible for this program, you must be in good academic standing
and be enrolled at MSU the semester prior to
the work assignment. Enrollment must be concurrent with employment. Need further information or assistance? Contact Ray Karraker at
rkarraker@murraystate.edu or 270-809-3117.

Perfecting your Resume and Cover Letter
To perfect your resume and/or cover letter,
first drop off your documents at our office or
email
them
to
whitney.wicker@murraystate.edu. Next, call 270809·3804 to make an appointment to meet with ,
KHEAA Work-Study Program
Whitney and discuss suggestions to enhance
your documents. You will be sure to leave with
The Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
a resume that will stand out against competiAuthority Work-Study Program provides job
opportunities to eligible students by placing
tion!
them in career-related positions. You must be a
Kentucky resident, have at least a 2.0 cumulaMock Interviews
Mock interviews are designed for you to learn
tive GPA, and be progressing satisfactorily
about the interview process and gain interviewtoward completion of a degree. For more inforing skills. Mock interviews can be arranged on
mation,
contact
, Donna
York
at
an individual basis for most any type of interdyork@murraystate.edu or 270-809-2906.
view setting and are held in the Career Services
office, unless otherwise stated. To sign up for a
National Student Exchange Program (NSE)
mock interview, contact Whitney Wicker at
Through the NSE network, undergraduate
whitney.wicker@murraystate.edu or 270-809students have the opportunity to study for up to
3804.
one year at one of over 180 colleges and universities at little or no more cost than attending
MSU. This program allows you to take advanOn-Campus Interviews
Announcements of employers interviewing
tage of the academic strengths of the other uni·
on campus are posted on the Career Services
versities in their chosen programs. Many
website and throughout campus. You can
returning students also have new perspectives
schedule an interview with a recruiter through
on their education and better appreciation of
a Racer Tracks account. Company information
their home region, family and campus. For more
is available in the office and on the web and
information, contact Donna York at
should be reviewed prior to interviewing.
dyork@murraystate.edu or 270-809-2906.
Questions? Contact Regina Hudspeth at
vhudspeth@murraystate.edu or 270-809-2907.

2100rdway
(270) 809-37~ .,....
msu.careerservices@m~tate.edu

~---

Women's Tournament

I

First Round: Wednesday, Feb. 29

Game 1: No.8 Austin Peay 84, No.5 Morehead State 83 (20T)
Game 2: No. 6 Eastern Kentucky 70, No. 7 Tennessee State 55
Quarterfinals: Thursday, March 1 _
Game 3: No. 4 Mumy State 90, No. 8 Austin Peay 73
Game 4: No. 3 Tennessee Tech vs. No. 6 Eastern Kentucky
Semifinals: friday, March 2
Game 5: No. 1UT Martin vs. llo. 4 M.,..y State. Noon
Game 6: No.2 Eastern Illinois vs. No.3 Tennessee Tech~ 2 p.m.

Clla•plonshlp
Saturday, March 3
4:30p.m.

Men's Tournament
First Round: Wednesday, Feb. 29
Game 1: No. 5 Southeast Missouri 75 , No. 8 Eastern Kentucq-65
Game 2: No. 7 Jacksonville State 75, No. 6 Austin Peay 70 ··
Quarterfinals: Thursday, March 1
Game 3: No. 4 Tennessee Tech vs. No. 5 Southeast Missouri
Game 4: No. 3 Morehead State vs. No. 7 Jacksonville State

n

Semifinals: Friday, March 2
·l
Game 5: llo._1...,._, Sllte vs. No. 4Tennessee Tech, 6 p.m.
Game 6: No. 2 Tennessee State vs. No. 3 Morehead State, 8 p.m1

Chl•plonslllp
Saturday, March 3
1p.m.

MEMBERS OF UCERNATION:
Than'ks for helping p_
ick the slogan on
this poster. Don't forget to use it to cheer
on your Racers in the OYC Tournament.
If you can't make it to Nashville, ·
check out thenews.org and follow us
on Twitter @MSUNewsSports for updates.

And for NCAA Tournament coverage, be sure
to do the same. We will have members of our
sports staff on location.

·Tile MIITiiJ state llews team

